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Definitions 

Except in those certain instances where the context states another meaning, the following terms, when 
used in this Request for Proposals (“RFP”) document, shall have the meanings below.  These RFP 
definitions do not supplant the definitions used in the Form Agreements or Technical Specifications 
prepared in conjunction with this Request for Proposals.     

“Accredited Capacity” means Capacity that meets the resource adequacy requirements as determined 
in accordance with SPP Planning Criteria.  For reference, the most recent version of SPP Planning 
Criteria is found here: 
https://www.spp.org/documents/70493/spp%20planning%20criteria%20v4.3.pdf.  
 
“Ancillary Services” means any of the services identified by SPP as services necessary to support the 
transmission of Capacity and Energy from resources to loads while maintaining reliable operation of 
the transmission system.  
 
“APA” means an Asset Purchase Agreement in which OG&E will acquire all or a material portion of 
the property, rights, and certain assets associated with a Project.  OG&E is providing separate Form 
APAs with this RFP for New Projects using battery Energy Storage system (“BESS”) and CT 
technologies.  The CT Form APA is also applicable to CC and RICE technologies.  In addition, OG&E has 
prepared a Form APA with this RFP for Existing Projects that is labeled as “Existing Resource APA.”  
For any Projects using BESS, CT, CC or RICE technologies, the APA will be coupled with an EPC Exhibit 
pursuant to which the Bidder will, following the closing of the APA, build the Project. 

“Balance of Plant” means all other equipment and materials including all the supporting components 
and auxiliary systems of the Generation Facility needed to deliver electric power, other than power 
generating units themselves, but which will be completed and transferred to OG&E in PSA 
transactions.  This includes but is not limited to the Project interconnection facilities, control systems, 
security system, meteorological stations, telemetry system, telecommunications systems, all 
buildings, Project roads, and fencing. 

“Bid” means one offer made in response to the RFP. 

“Bidder” means a single legal entity submitting one or more offers in response to the RFP. 

“BTA” means a Build Transfer Agreement in which OG&E will acquire a New Project upon mechanical 
completion thereof from the Bidder developing and constructing the New Project.  A BTA transaction 
will be inclusive of all equipment, Permits, licenses, and contracts.  OG&E has prepared separate Form 
BTAs with this RFP for New Projects using solar and wind technologies.  These Form BTAs are also 
applicable to Combination Bids using any combination of solar, wind, and Energy Storage 
technologies.   

“Capacity” means the quantity of electric power produced by a Generation Facility at a point in time, 
as measured in kilowatts or megawatts (“MW”) in alternating current (“AC”).  For Energy Storage, 
“power capacity” represents the maximum instantaneous electric output that a given Energy Storage 
system is rated to produce when starting from a fully charged state, while “energy capacity” has an 

https://www.spp.org/documents/70493/spp%20planning%20criteria%20v4.3.pdf
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elapsed time dimension and represents the cumulative stored electric output potential of the Energy 
Storage system. 

“Capacity Availability Date” means the first date on which a Project within this RFP will provide 
Capacity to OG&E that meets OG&E’s resource adequacy obligations.    

“CC” means a Generation Facility technology that is primarily fueled by Natural Gas and that uses a 
combined cycle configuration with combustion gases from a (Natural Gas) turbine that produce 
electricity as well as producing additional electricity in another (steam) turbine.  A CC can have a back-
up fuel.  

“Combination Bid” means a Bid that includes more than one Generation Facility technology allowed 
under this RFP at a single Site.  A Combination Bid could include any combination of Generation 
Facilities technologies allowed in this RFP, including Energy Storage, except that thermal technologies 
(including CC, CT, and RICE) cannot be combined with renewable or Energy Storage technologies in 
CPA or PPA Bids due to the differing allowable contract durations of those technologies.   

“Commercial Operation” means the status of a Generation Facility that has commenced producing 
Energy and/or Capacity for sale, excluding Energy produced during trial or test periods. 

“Commercial Operation Date” is the first date on which a Generation Facility achieves Commercial 
Operation. 

“Commission” when used in the singular means the Oklahoma Corporation Commission.  

“Commissions” means collectively the Oklahoma Corporation Commission and the Arkansas Public 
Service Commission. 

“CPA” means Capacity Purchase Agreement, which is similar to a PPA but wherein the utility 
purchaser acquires only Capacity.  The CPA for this RFP is based on ISDA Power Annex templates.  

“CT” means a Generation Facility technology that uses a combustion turbine primarily fueled by 
Natural Gas to produce electricity.  A CT can have a back-up fuel.  

“Energy” means an amount of electricity that is bid or offered, produced, purchased, consumed, sold, 
or transmitted over a period of time, which is measured or calculated in megawatt hours (“MWh”). 

“Energy Products” means Capacity, Energy, Ancillary Services, Environmental Attributes, and other 
products that may be required for a utility to meet its load carrying and other supply obligations. 

“Energy Storage” means a Generation Facility that can store electrical energy from an electricity 
transmission grid for up to several days and can then send the stored energy back to the same 
transmission grid without greater than 15% loss of energy content.     

“Environmental Attributes” means any and all claims, credits, benefits, emissions reductions, offsets, 
and allowances, however named, resulting from the avoidance of the emission of any gas, chemical, 
or other substance to the air, soil, water, or otherwise arising as a result of the production of Energy 
from a Generation Facility.  
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“EPC Exhibit” means an engineering, procurement, and construction contract that is an exhibit 
accompanying the APA for a New Project.  EPC Exhibits are provided for the BESS APA and CT APA. 

“Existing Project” means a Project with a Commercial Operation Date before the Bid Due Date.  
 
“Generation Facility” means a resource capable of supplying electric power along with all existing or 
to be constructed associated Balance of Plant, components, accessories, and instruments, as well as 
all equipment necessary to interconnect to SPP.  
 
“Hydrogen-Capable” means a Generation Facility that is designed and engineered at commissioning 
to have the potential to safely and reliably burn hydrogen directly as a fuel, including the ability to 
convert the facility to use hydrogen as a fuel.   

“Integrated Marketplace” means SPP’s Energy and Operating Reserve Markets and the Transmission 
Congestion Rights Markets. 

“IRP” unless otherwise noted, shall refer to OG&E’s 2024 Integrated Resource Plan found here: 
https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/90c180ae-b022-4c8b-902a-30a41506c5ce.   

“ISDA” means International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc., a nonprofit organization 
establishing standard industry contracts and other documents and mechanisms for financial 
transactions.   

“New Project” means a Project with a Commercial Operation Date on or after the Bid Due Date, but 
no later than May 1, 2030.  

“OG&E Surplus Interconnection” means the portion of interconnection service with SPP at three (3) 
OG&E Generation Facilities OG&E is making available for this RFP in the manner described in Appendix 
H.   

“OG&E Surplus Interconnection Information” means written technical and contractual specifications 
describing OG&E Surplus Interconnection at the three (3) OG&E Generation Facilities listed in 
Appendix H.  

“Permits” means all permits, exemptions, variances, registrations, licenses, certifications, inspections, 
approvals, waivers, consents, franchise or other authorizations required from any governmental 
authorities. 

“PPA” means Power Purchase Agreement, a document establishing the terms of an agreement for 
Capacity, and as pertinent one or more additional Energy Products, between a utility and a power 
supplier that meets the utility’s planning objectives and strikes an appropriate balance between 
power supply costs and the related risks to which consumers are exposed (e.g., purchased-power cost 
increases and power supply disruptions).   

“Project” means one (1) or more Generation Facility(is) at a Site that will have achieved Commercial 
Operation and will have completed generator interconnection service as of the Capacity Availability 
Date.  

https://ogeenergy.gcs-web.com/static-files/90c180ae-b022-4c8b-902a-30a41506c5ce
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“Proposed Operating Period” means the length of time after the Capacity Availability Date during 
which the Project is proposed to continue producing Capacity for OG&E.  For Projects using a PSA 
Contract Type, the Proposed Operating Period can be of any duration.  For Projects using a CPA or 
PPA Contract Type, see page 5 of this RFP for allowable durations.   

“PSA” means a Purchase and Sale Agreement Construct, an acquisition structure in which OG&E will 
acquire, through either a BTA for a New Project of certain generation technologies, an APA with EPC 
Exhibit for a New Project of certain other generation technologies,  or an APA for an Existing Project, 
all or a material portion of the property, rights, and certain assets associated with a Project.   

“RICE” means a Generation Facility technology that uses a reciprocating internal combustion engine 
primarily fueled by Natural Gas to produce electricity.  A RICE can have a back-up fuel. 

“Site” means parcel(s) of real property on which the Project is located having a single generator 
interconnection position.  

“SPP” means the Southwest Power Pool, the nonprofit regional transmission operator providing 
transmission services to OG&E and other utilities across Midwestern and Southwestern states. 

“Technical Specifications” means detailed documentation of engineering, procurement, construction, 
commissioning, and other requirements for New Projects proposed for a PSA with OG&E.  Technical 
Specifications will be provided, upon request and execution of a Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement, to 
Bidders for the following technologies: BESS, CT, solar, and wind.  The CT Technical Specifications also 
contain appendices applicable to CC and RICE technologies.     
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1. 2024 OG&E All Source Request for Proposals Overview 
This document constitutes an RFP from qualified parties to supply SPP Capacity and other Energy Products 
to Oklahoma Gas and Electric Company ("OG&E" or "the Company"), a subsidiary of OGE Energy Corp.  
This RFP will be administered in a fair, just, and reasonable manner consistent with rules for competitive 
procurements in the Oklahoma Administrative Code (“OAC”) 165:35-34 (“Commission Rules”).  All 
communications will be governed by the process discussed in Section 2.1 to ensure fair and equitable 
treatment for all Bidders.  

A high-level summary of this RFP is provided in Table 1.  A matrix summarizing the Form Agreements and 
Technical Specifications for various types of Bids is in Appendix G.  

Table 1: RFP Summary for OG&E 2024 All Source RFP 

Attribute Requirement 
Minimum Capacity Minimum of 10 MW of nameplate Capacity per Bid.  An individual Bid 

may include multiple Generation Facilities at a Site to sum to the 
Minimum Capacity.  

Maximum Capacity Maximum of 1,500 MW of nameplate Capacity per Bid.  An individual 
Project, even if comprised of multiple Generation Facilities, cannot 
exceed the Maximum Capacity.   

Capacity Availability Date OG&E requires Capacity be available to satisfy OG&E’s resource 
adequacy obligations no later than May 1, 2030, with a preference 
for Projects to provide Capacity to OG&E as early as possible.   

Operating Duration Project is capable of at least four (4) hours of consecutive run time at 
Accredited Capacity in accordance with SPP OATT Attachment AA.  
This requirement does not apply to wind and solar Generation 
Facilities.   

Contract Types Allowed PSA, CPA, or PPA.1  
Location PSA Projects: Within SPP in Oklahoma or Arkansas, with preference 

for OG&E’s service area.  CPA Projects or PPA Projects: Within SPP in 
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, or South-Central Kansas.2 

Transmission 
Interconnection 

Plan for securing generator interconnection with SPP prior to the 
Capacity Availability Date.  

Self-Bid OG&E is expected to self-bid into this RFP.3 
Technologies Allowed All generation technologies available as Accredited Capacity.  In 

addition to Bids for any single eligible Generation Facility technology, 
Combination Bids are allowed. 

 
1 CPA or PPA Bids for thermal Generation Facilities (e.g., CC, CT, or RICE) may be for durations up to 10 years, 
including Combination Bids using multiple thermal Generation Facilities.  CPA or PPA Bids for solar, wind, Energy 
Storage, or Combination Bids using any of these technologies must be for a minimum duration of 20 years and cannot 
exceed a maximum duration of 30 years.   
2South-Central Kansas means projects that are located in the following Counties: Barber, Butler, Clark, Comanche, 
Cowley, Ford, Harper, Kingman, Kiowa, Pratt, Sedgwick and Sumner.  
3 OG&E may submit Bid(s) in response to this RFP.  OG&E Employees working on any such Bid(s) will be designated 
as the “Bid Team” and will not engage in any direct or indirect communications with any members of the OG&E RFP 
Evaluation Team (whether OG&E employees or contractors) regarding this RFP or the competitive bidding process, 
except publicly at the Technical Conference upon notice to other attendees at that conference.  OG&E lists the 
names and titles of all employees who are members of the Bid Team and RFP Evaluation Team on the RFP Website.    
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A Technical Conference will be held as part of the process to finalize the RFP.  Bidders are encouraged but 
not required to attend the Technical Conference.  Comments and questions on the draft RFP are also 
encouraged to be submitted to OG&E via email in advance of the Technical Conference.  All feedback 
received through close of business on the day of the Technical Conference will be considered in 
establishing the final RFP.  The Technical Conference will be held from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM Central 
Prevailing Time (“CPT”) on May 21, 2024.  Interested parties may request meeting details by sending an 
email to 2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com.  OG&E will respond with meeting call-in information to 
requests received by 3:00 PM on May 20, 2024.  Meeting materials displayed by OG&E at the Technical 
Conference will be posted under “Current Opportunities” at https://www.oge.com/wps/portal/ord/who-
we-are/supplierscontractors (“RFP Website”).   

The schedule for this RFP is provided in Table 2; OG&E reserves the right to change the schedule at any 
time and at its sole discretion. 

Table 2: Schedule for OG&E 2024 All Source RFP 
Item Date 
RFP Draft Issue Date May 2, 2024 
Technical Conference May 21, 2024 
RFP Final Issue Date May 30, 2024 
Bidder Questions Deadline September 4, 2024 
Notice of Intent to Bid Due Date September 18, 2024 
Bid Due Date September 25, 2024 
Bid Opening Day4 September 26, 2024 
Selection of Bid(s) for Negotiation (expected) January 17, 2025 
Complete Agreements (expected) April 18, 2025 

 
The terms and conditions of this RFP may, at any time, be changed, postponed, withdrawn, and/or 
canceled, including any requirement, term, or condition of this RFP, any and all of which shall be without 
any liability to OG&E.  All changes to the schedule will be posted on the RFP Website.  OG&E will endeavor 
to notify all participants who have filed a timely Notice of Intent to Bid of any such modifications or 
schedule changes that are made prior to the Bid Due Date.  However, it is the Bidder’s responsibility to 
monitor the RFP Website.  OG&E will have no responsibility for failing to notify Bidders of any changes, 
postponements, withdrawals, and/or cancellations.   

2. RFP Process and Requirements 

This section outlines the communication requirements and Bidder requirements related to this 2024 All 
Source RFP. 

In addition to this RFP, OG&E is issuing two other RFPs (2026 Bridge Capacity RFP and 2027-2028 Bridge 
Capacity RFP) at the same time to meet its IRP needs.  If a Project meets the eligibility criteria for multiple 

 
4 In compliance with the Commission Rules, Bids shall be opened virtually and participants, as indicated in section 
165:35-34-3 (d) (1) (B) of the Commission Rules, may attend and monitor the opening of the Bids.  Attendees will be 
required to register in advance. 

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
https://www.oge.com/wps/portal/ord/who-we-are/supplierscontractors
https://www.oge.com/wps/portal/ord/who-we-are/supplierscontractors
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RFPs, the same Project can be Bid into multiple RFPs.  OG&E will assess Bids to the three RFPs as part of a 
portfolio in relation to its IRP needs.    

2.1 Communication Requirements 

All communications regarding the RFP, other than Bid submissions, should be directed to: 
2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com.  Any unsolicited direct contact with employees or representatives of 
the OG&E RFP Evaluation Team concerning this RFP is not allowed and may constitute grounds for 
disqualification.  See Section 2.2 for instructions regarding Bid submission. 

 Questions 

2.1.1.1 Questions to OG&E 
Prospective Bidders are encouraged to submit questions about this RFP on or before the deadline for 
submission of questions listed in the schedule.  All questions, and responses to those questions, will be 
posted to the RFP Website within five (5) business days after receipt of the question to the best of OG&E’s 
capabilities.  Questions submitted will not be treated as confidential, and the question and answer may 
be shared for the benefit of other interested parties via the RFP Website.  However, Bidder names will not 
be included in question-and-answer material posted to the RFP Website.  OG&E’s objective in posting 
these questions and answers is to ensure that all Bidders have equal access to information that may be 
potentially relevant to their Bids.  

Should OG&E determine it is necessary to provide confidential information to provide necessary 
information for Bidders, then Bidders wishing to receive responses to such questions will be required to 
sign the Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement (in Appendix B) and receive a counter-signed copy of that 
agreement from OG&E before receiving the OG&E question response.  The determination of whether 
confidential treatment is required will solely be at the discretion of OG&E.   

2.1.1.2 Questions to Bidders 
Following the submission of Bids, OG&E may request clarification and additional information from Bidders 
at any time during the evaluation process.  Responses shall be considered part of the Bid and treated in 
accordance with Section 2.2.8.  Bidders that do not respond promptly to such information requests or do 
not provide adequate information may be eliminated from further consideration or have the information 
in their Bid(s) modified by OG&E, in its sole discretion, to produce a reasonable and appropriate 
evaluation.  Bidders may not alter their Bid(s) in response to requests for additional information. 

 Notice of Intent to Bid 

Notice of Intent to Bid (“NOI”) is mandatory for Bids to be accepted.  Submittal of an NOI does not bind 
Bidders to submit a Bid; however, submittal of a Bid does require that an NOI has been submitted by the 
NOI due date.  Bidders must submit an NOI for each Bid planned to be made by midnight, CPT on the date 
prescribed on the RFP schedule provided in Table 2.  The NOI form is included as Appendix A and is to be 
submitted via email to 2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com.  Receipt of the NOI will be confirmed via email 
from OG&E to the Bidders.  After receipt of the NOI, each Bidder will be provided an anonymous 
identification code for the Bidder to include in the Bid Summary Form which will be shared with authorized 
parties at the Opening Day for Bids.  This identification code should also be used to name all Bid files 
submitted as detailed in Section 2.2 below. 

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
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There is no fee payable to OG&E for submitting NOI(s) or Bid(s) for this RFP.  However, Bidders are solely 
responsible for all costs and expenses they incur in preparation of their Bid(s) and related to their 
participation in this RFP process. 

2.2 Bid Submittal Requirements 

This section outlines the content and form requirements for all Bids submitted in response to this RFP. 
Bids that do not include all information requested in this section will be ineligible for further evaluation 
unless the information requested is not applicable or relevant to a given Bid.  

Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement 

Each Bidder is required to submit a signed Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement (Appendix B) to 
2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com.  The Bidder can do so at any time between release of this Final 
RFP and ten business days prior to the Bid Due Date.  The Bidder can identify the Technical 
Specifications and/or the OG&E Surplus Interconnection Information they require at the time they 
return the signed Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement or thereafter.   

In addition to setting forth nondisclosure obligations of the Bidder and OG&E with regard to any Bids, 
execution of the Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement is a precondition to receiving any Technical 
Specifications and receiving any OG&E Surplus Interconnection Information for this RFP.  Receipt of the 
Technical Specifications, in turn, is a precondition for submission of a Bid if it has all three of these 
characteristics: (i) New Project; (ii) using a PSA, and (iii) having OG&E Technical Specifications available for 
its Generation Facility technology(ies).  Receipt of the OG&E Surplus Interconnection Information is a 
precondition for submission of a Bid utilizing OG&E Surplus Interconnection.   

Upon receipt of an appropriately executed Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement from a Bidder, OG&E will 
return by e-mail a counter-signed copy of that agreement and, if requested by the Bidder, the Technical 
Specifications for technologies identified by the Bidder, and/or the OG&E Surplus Interconnection 
Information identified by the Bidder to the Bidder within five (5) business days.  A single Mutual 
Nondisclosure Agreement from a Bidder will cover all potential Bids from that Bidder.   

Bidders who completed a Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement for the question-and-answer part of this RFP 
process (per Section 2.1.1.1) will be sent any requested Technical Specifications and/or OG&E Surplus 
Interconnection Information with their counter-signed agreement and are not required to re-submit the 
agreement.  Execution of a Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement does not obligate a Bidder to submit a Bid 
under this RFP.  

Bid Summary Form 

Each Bid must include a summary providing information about the Bid which will be shared and may 
become public information on Bid Opening Day.  

If submitting multiple Bids for an individual Site, please clearly identify and summarize each Bid in a single 
Bid Summary Form (Appendix C) for the Site.  Bidders are limited to six (6) Bids for each individual Site. 
Those Bids can be comprised of any combination of eligible Generation Facility technologies and Contract 
Types as long as the Bid requirements of this RFP are met.  The Bid Summary Form will require the 
following information:  

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
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• Generation Facility technology(ies) – Solar, Wind, CC, CT, RICE, Energy Storage, etc. or any eligible 
combinations thereof 

• Capacity (MWAC) for each Generation Facility 
• Calculated Value: Total Bid Capacity (in MWAC) 
• Energy Capacity (in MWh), for Energy Storage Bids only 
• Project Location (State) 
• Capacity Availability Date 

Bidders should utilize the identification code(s) from the NOI confirmation in the appropriate fields on the 
Bid Summary Form and should further name the file(s) submitted to OG&E using the naming conventions 
that will be provided in the NOI confirmation.  Appendix C will be the only file shared with attendees at 
the Bid Opening. 

 Bid Narrative 

Each Bid must include a written discussion submitted as an Adobe PDF document that includes responses 
for each of the following topics.  The narrative topics should be organized under the following 12 headings, 
with each heading beginning on a separate page.  The narrative discussion should be as concise as feasible 
while being thorough. 

If multiple Bids are submitted for a single Site, with each Bid using the same individual Generation Facility 
technology or the same combination of Generation Facility technologies, Bidders can either submit a 
single narrative covering all Bids or separate narratives for each Bid.  This option is offered to reduce 
administrative burdens on Bidders, and OG&E will not penalize or reward Bidders based on the number 
of narrative files they submit.  

1. Summary of Bid, including overview of proposed technology configuration.  
 This section should include a discussion of the proposed technology including a 

description of the equipment (e.g., prime mover, fuel, balance of system, Hydrogen-
Capable components for CC, CT, or RICE; or storage battery chemistry or other storage 
medium, storage management system, and power conversion system for Energy 
Storage), its performance history in similar installations, all major warranties, and any 
unique features associated with the Project design.   

 Proposed contract length for CPA or PPA Bids. 
 If the Proposed Operating Period for PSA Bids is less than 30 years from the Capacity 

Availability Date, include a description of any potential actions that would enable 
the Project to operate up to 30 years from the Capacity Availability Date.  

 Please limit the summary to three (3) pages. 
 

2. Operations and Maintenance (“O&M”) Plan.   
 In the plan write-up for PSA Bids, include a discussion of any existing O&M 

agreements and other material, existing agreements to be assumed by OG&E.5  
Services provided under such agreements, including any limitations on the operations 
of Project equipment should be clearly specified.  

 
5 If no formal O&M agreements are in place at the time of Project commissioning and transfer to OG&E, Bidder 
should explain how O&M responsibilities will be managed at the time of that asset transfer to OG&E.  
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 For all Bids and irrespective of whether O&M agreements will be assumed by OG&E, 
summarize O&M practices that will be followed with annual and periodic ongoing 
expenditures required to keep the Project in good working order for the entire 
Proposed Operating Period consistent with prudent utility practices.6  

 
3. Risk Mitigation Plan, including mitigating risks posed by natural disaster and other weather 

risks, physical threats and cyber threats and vulnerabilities as well as the hazards from the 
fuel supply (if applicable) and other routine operational aspects of the Project.  To expedite 
OG&E review, applicable PSA Bids should indicate in this portion of their Bid narrative if and 
how they comply with the “Risk Mitigations” required in the Threshold Evaluation (see Section 
3.2).   

 
4. Ownership/Financing Summary.  

 For Existing Projects: 
• Include a detailed discussion of the Project’s ownership, identifying all 

current owners of any form of Project equity and their extent of voting 
control and characterizing all current debt instruments and any other credit 
support associated with the Project.   

• For PSA Bids, if Bidder is offering less than full equity ownership in the 
Project, describe the extent of ownership and operational control being 
offered to OG&E and identify other owners and their expected roles in 
Project operations.   

• If there is an existing Generation Facility(ies) at the Site that will not be part 
of the Project submitted in response to this RFP, describe such Generation 
Facility(ies), its current and planned future ownership, and, as applicable, 
how it will be contractually separated from the Project.   

• If Bidder is relying on a guarantor for credit support, the summary should 
describe the corporate relationship between Bidder and guarantor, as well 
as a statement regarding the proposed guarantor’s willingness to provide a 
guarantee acceptable to OG&E.   

 For New Projects:  
• Include a detailed discussion of the Project’s proposed financing plan to 

demonstrate reasonable ability to finance the proposed Project.  Describe 
Bidder’s sources of financing (e.g., new equity, equity contribution from 
guarantor/parent company) for each Project phase and all lines of credit 
associated with the Project financing.  

• If Bidder is relying on a guarantor for credit support, the financing plan should 
describe the corporate relationship between Bidder and guarantor, as well as 

 
6 For Generation Facilities including Energy Storage, Bidders should assume an average of 365 cycles per year in the 
O&M plan provided with the Bid to the maximum power capacity and energy capacity that can be discharged from 
the Generation Facility.  For all other eligible technologies other than solar or wind, Bidders should clearly state the 
number of cycles per year assumed in their O&M plan.  This requirement is not relevant to solar or wind Generation 
Facilities.  
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a statement regarding the proposed guarantor’s willingness to provide a 
guarantee acceptable to OG&E.  

• If the equity contribution is from Bidder’s parent company or corporate 
affiliate, the funding source at the parent or affiliate level (e.g., cash in hand, 
debt, new equity) should be described.  

 
5. Impact on Local Economic Conditions.  

 Summarize how local stakeholders have been, and will continue to be, engaged in 
operations (for Existing Projects) or development (for New Projects).  Indicate historic 
impacts (for Existing Projects) and expected impacts (for all Projects) on the local 
economy within OG&E service territories in Oklahoma and/or Arkansas.  Factors 
which may be considered include use of local materials and other resources including 
fuels, use of local labor and other sources of job creation for the OG&E customer base, 
tax benefits, or other benefits accruing to OG&E customers.  

 
6. Impact on Environmental Conditions  

 Describe the environmental effects of Project construction (for new Projects) and 
operation (for all Projects) including any fuel delivery and use on wetlands, terrestrial 
environment (wildlife, including avian protection), aquatic environment (including 
fish and aquatic organisms), threatened and endangered species protection, 
agricultural areas, corridors needed to connect to the transmission grid, state-
designated scenic byways, visual landscape and visibility impacts, archaeological and 
historical sites, landmarks and sensitive areas, noise impacts, transportation impacts 
including Federal Aviation Administration impacts, and any other identified impact. 

 Discuss environmental impacts and requirements related to end-of-life equipment 
disposal and, for Energy Storage, also of intra-life re-powering. 

 If available, provide copies of environmental impact statements for the Project.  
 If applicable, describe air permitting, including equipment emissions rates, air permit 

limits, status of air permits, and necessary emissions equipment needed to meet 
permitting limits.  Please include specific descriptions of:  

• How the Project has or will minimize Nitrogen Oxide (“NOx”) emissions and 
what, if any, control technologies have or will be installed in the Project to do 
so. 

• All applicable environmental control equipment, such as Selective Catalytic 
Reduction (“SCR”), Carbon Monoxide (“CO”) catalyst, etc. 

• How the Project will comply with Phase 1 of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency Rule for Greenhouse Gas Standards and Guidelines for 
Fossil Fuel-Fired Power Plants (“GHG Rule”). 

 
 

7. Siting, Permitting, and Fuel Delivery Plan, including operational Permits, land acquisition and 
site control strategy and status for all necessary uses, and undisturbed access.  
 Please include copies of pertinent land lease or other site control agreements with 

the submission.  
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 Also describe all licenses and Permits required to construct (for New Projects) and 
operate (for all Projects) the Project and the status of acquiring, completing, and/or 
renewing such licenses and Permits.  

 Include a designation of zoning for the Site and its appropriateness for planned 
Project operation.  

 As pertinent, include a description of the fuel delivery plan and copies of all 
agreements related to delivery and use of primary and back-up fuels. 

 
8. Interconnection Plan, including indication of expected network upgrade requirements and 

new facilities associated with new or upgraded interconnections.  
 Describe the location of the proposed point of interconnection, such as the name of 

an existing substation or switchyard, or the point on an existing transmission line, 
such as x-miles south of ABC Substation or halfway between ABC and XYZ substation.  

 Include a map showing the location of all major Generation Facility equipment within 
the Site and the point of interconnection to SPP.  For the point of interconnection, 
label with a name such as an existing substation or switchyard.  

 Indicate and describe if the proposed Project will require a new transmission 
interconnection, an expansion or modification of an existing interconnection with the 
SPP system, utilize surplus interconnection service (including OG&E Surplus 
Interconnection), utilize Generation Facility replacement, or utilize any combination 
of the interconnection services listed in this paragraph.  

 If the Project will operate under an interim interconnection agreement, describe the 
nature and status of key contingency factors (e.g., if/how the Project’s 
interconnection service will be limited until the requisite upgrades are completed, 
including details on identified interconnection facilities and network upgrades and 
the timeline for completion of those upgrades). 

 If any contingent facilities are included in the generator interconnection agreement, 
whether interim or not, describe details on the contingent facilities, the timeline for 
their completion, and any limitation on Project output until they are placed in service.  

 If the Project will use OG&E Surplus Interconnection, identify the associated OG&E 
Generation Facility, the amount of interconnection capacity to be used, and the 
assumed physical path for the generation-tie line from the OG&E point of 
interconnection to the Bidder Site.   

 If the Project will use surplus interconnection service to which OG&E is not a party, 
indicate the capacity of the original and surplus requests and describe the availability 
of transmission capacity on a continuous or scheduled basis.   

 For New Projects, describe any specific new electric interconnection facilities and 
network upgrades that have been included in the Bid price or will be OG&E’s 
responsibility to pay outside of the Bid price (whether directly for PSA Bids or 
indirectly for CPA or PPA Bids), including the size, length, and location of any 
transmission line, a list of substation equipment for which the transmission customer 
(Bidder) will be responsible for building and owning, and identification of specific 
transmission elements to be upgraded.  Please also include a narrative description of 
the upgrade plan.  
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 Please include detailed descriptions and timelines for any affected system upgrades 
required for interconnection of the Project.  

 
9. Schedule.  

 For Existing Projects: 
• Provide a detailed transition schedule with milestones for the Project that 

includes activities from the period of selection as a winning Bidder to the 
Capacity Availability Date.  Please make the schedule consistent with major 
activities delineated in the relevant Form Agreement, to the extent feasible.   

 For New Projects: 
• Provide a detailed schedule with milestones for the Project that includes 

activities from the period of selection as a winning Bidder to the Commercial 
Operation Date and Capacity Availability Date, including all testing activities. 
Please incorporate schedule information from Appendix E Form M.  

 
10. Project Organization and Management.  Please include the following in this section:  

 For each of the main participating organizations, including the engineering, 
procurement, and construction provider, brief statements listing specific experience 
of the firm, other projects of similar nature and size, and any evidence that the 
participants have worked jointly on other Generation Facilities. 

 Indicate if any bankruptcies of the Bidder or additional Project participants or vendors 
have occurred in the past five (5) years.  

 Organizational chart for the Project that lists the participants and consultants and 
identifies the management structure and responsibilities.  That chart or another chart 
should include the key management personnel, titles, and lines of responsibility or 
reporting requirements for the Project team.  For PSA Bids, if the Bidder will be 
retaining Majority Ownership of the Project, also describe if and how the organization 
chart will change after the Capacity Availability Date. 

 Resumes of the important management and support staff dedicated to the Project. 
For Existing Projects, also identify how long these staff have worked on the Project.  

 
11. Ownership/Development Experience.  

 For Existing Projects: 
• Bidders are required to demonstrate experience and capability to 

successfully operate and maintain the Project until the Capacity Availability 
Date.  Bidders submitting CPA or PPA Bids must also demonstrate their 
capability to operate the Project for the entire Proposed Operating Period.  
Bidders submitting PSA Bids must also demonstrate how they will transfer 
the Project or an ownership stake therein in full working order to OG&E on 
the Capacity Availability Date.  If the Bidder will be retaining Majority 
Ownership of the Project after the Capacity Availability Date, it should 
describe its experiences working as an equity partner in the operation of 
similar Generation Facilities.   

 For New Projects: 
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• Bidders are required to demonstrate experience and capability to 
successfully develop the Project as proposed.  OG&E is particularly interested 
in a team which has demonstrated success with Generation Facilities of a 
similar technology, size, operational use, and location and can demonstrate 
an ability to effectively work together to bring new-build Generation Facilities 
to Commercial Operation successfully.  

 For all Projects: 
• Provide brief profiles of at least one (1) and no more than three (3) similar 

Generation Facilities the Bidder has successfully developed to Commercial 
Operation (for New Projects) or in which it has been an owner/operator (for 
Existing Projects).  Include the following information, as pertinent, within 
each profile:  

o Name of the Generation Facility      
o Location of the Generation Facility      
o Generation Facility size, technology(ies), and fuel(s)    
o Purchasing utility or other entity 
o Bidder equity ownership share (if retained)  
o Development schedule  
o Commercial Operation Date  
o Fuel acquisition and management summary 
o Average capacity factor of the Generation Facility over its entire term 

of operation   
o Any environmental violations      
o Describe experience within the SPP Integrated Marketplace that is 

relevant to this RFP. 
• Provide copies of report material related to safety of operations, including 

reports on reportable injuries; instances of accidents, injuries, or fatalities; 
lost workday injuries; loss of operations due to safety issues; etc. at 
Generation Facilities currently owned or maintained by the Bidder.   

• Describe Bidder’s commitment to safety of operations including any 
operating practices designed to encourage safety commitments.  

• Provide copies of reports summarizing air emissions of Generation Facilities 
currently owned or maintained by the Bidder.     

 
12. Brief Narrative Summary of any Changes Sought to Form Agreement pertinent to the Bid (i.e., 

PSA, CPA, or PPA).  Where necessary, Bidders should provide a brief explanation of and 
rationale for changes sought to the Form Agreement.  This is in addition to the Bidder’s redline 
mark-ups of the Form Agreement and any relevant attachments or exhibits to the Form 
Agreement.  

To maintain confidentiality of the Bids, Bidders are asked to label their files with the identification code 
provided in response to the NOI, and the files should be named consistently with the conventions 
established in the Bid Summary Form.  This same naming convention should apply to the appendix forms 
submitted.  No individual file submitted should be larger than 10 MB.  If multiple narrative files are 
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submitted for a Bid, please separate the files into Volume I, Volume II, etc. to conform to the maximum 
file size.   

 Bid Certification and Attribute Forms 

Each Bidder must submit a completed Certification and Authorization Form available in Appendix D. 
Bidder can submit a single Appendix D file identifying all Bids it is offering. 

Bidders must complete and submit a set of Microsoft Excel (“MS Excel”) Bid Attribute Forms available in 
Appendix E and listed in Table 3.  These forms will contain essential information about each Bid, and a 
separate set of forms and related information must be submitted with each Bid.  Depending on the 
characteristics of the Bid, some forms will not be applicable.  Appendix E contains an index specifying 
which forms are applicable to different types of Bids.  

Table 3: Bid Attribute Forms for OG&E 2024 All Source RFP 

Form ID Form Title 
Form A Bidder Contact Information 
Form B Project Description  
Form C Generation Facility Technical Description 
Form D SPP Capacity Accreditation 
Form E Historic Monthly Electricity Production 
Form F Expected Annual Electricity Production 
Form G Summer and Winter Historical Equivalent 

Forced Outage Rate demand (“EFORd”) 
Form H Historic Annual Data for Cost, Performance, 

and Permitting 
Form I Expected Annual Data for Cost, Performance, 

and Permitting 
Form J Fuel Plan 
Form K Environmental Impact: Historic Air Emissions 

Rates 
Form L Environmental Impact: Expected Air 

Emissions Rates 
Form M Critical Path Schedule: For New Projects 
Form N  Financing and Ownership Information 
Form O Bid Pricing: PSA Bids 
Form P Bid Pricing: CPA Bids 
Form Q Bid Pricing: PPA Bids 

 

To maintain confidentiality of the Bids, Bidders are asked to label their files with the identification code 
provided in response to the NOI, and the Bid files should be named consistently with the conventions 
established in the Bid Summary Form.  
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 Additional Required Attachments to Bids  

In addition to the Bid narrative and all forms specified in Appendices A through F, please provide the 
information described in this section.  Bidders should use the identification code provided in response to 
the NOI along with “Attachment” for each item submitted. 

If multiple Bids are submitted for a single Site, Bidders can submit a single version of relevant attachments 
(e.g., financial statements) covering all Bids or separate attachments for each Bid.  This option is offered 
to reduce administrative burdens on Bidders, and OG&E will not penalize or reward Bidders based on the 
number of attachment files they submit. 

i. To the extent not provided in the Bid Narrative, a U.S. Geological Survey-based map or maps 
showing the location of the proposed Site and the existing or anticipated placement of all major 
equipment at the Site including transmission-related facilities.7  The included content should 
highlight (e.g., via a colored legend) the ownership status of land area required for the Project. 
 

ii. As pertinent and available, copies of Bidder’s completed SPP transmission generator 
interconnection agreement(s) and Bidder’s most recent preliminary SPP transmission generator 
interconnection study. 
 

iii. If the Project does not have a completed generator interconnection study from SPP at the time of 
Bid submission, the Bidder must identify the applicable section of the SPP Open Access 
Transmission Tariff Attachment V that would govern interconnection for the proposed Project.  In 
addition, any proposed Project without a completed interconnection study from SPP must submit 
the results of a comparable study conducted by an independent engineer at Bidder’s expense.  
This requirement also applies to all Bids using OG&E Surplus Interconnection. If a feasibility study 
is required, the feasibility study should model North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
(NERC) TPL-001-4 contingencies P1, P2, and P3.  Breaker fault contingencies may be excluded.8  
 

iv. Audited financial statements for the last three (3) years for Bidder and guarantor (if applicable). 
If audited financial statements are not available, provide unaudited financial statements with 
Chief Financial Officer (“CFO”) attestation.  If financial statements are consolidated, provide 
stand-alone financial statements with CFO attestation for Bidder and any guarantor. 
 

 
7 For Bids using OG&E Surplus Interconnection, include expected new interconnection facilities and network 
upgrades within the Site and up to the OG&E property line.  
8 The feasibility study must also show estimated interconnection new facilities and network upgrade costs and the 
timeline to complete any identified new facilities and upgrades.  At a minimum, the feasibility study must include a 
steady state thermal power flow assessment consistent with SPP’s Definitive Interconnection System Impact Study 
(DISIS) approach.  The feasibility study should identify thermal overloads and voltage violations that could occur 
from operation of the Project, determine new facilities and/or upgrades required to resolve the violations, and 
provide the estimated costs and timeline to complete the new facilities and upgrades.  The feasibility study must 
model the Project at the interconnection location proposed in the Bid.  The feasibility study should utilize the latest 
SPP power flow cases for the generation interconnection queue cluster in which the Project is located and include 
all active generator interconnection requests for that queue cluster.  The study should also discuss the likelihood 
that the Project would require an affected system study by a neighboring region. 
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v. Technology re-powering: If a Project technology is Energy Storage, specify the expected timing 
and cost of re-powering or augmentation of the Project’s battery or other Energy Storage medium 
during the asset life.  
 

vi. Rating reports from the S&P, Moody’s, or Fitch agencies for prior 36 months as attachments.  
 

vii. For Existing Projects, MS Excel spreadsheet with historical hourly output of electrical energy (in 
MWh) from the Project for the most recent 12-month period.  If the Project has a Commercial 
Operation Date within 12 months of the Bid Due Date, provide hourly electricity output since 
Commercial Operation.  Please denote periods of planned and unplanned maintenance on a tab 
of the spreadsheet.  
 

viii. For all Projects that include solar and wind, an hourly annual electricity output profile.  If the 
Project includes Energy Storage, also provide an hourly charging and discharging schedule if the 
Energy Storage will be charged from the generator technology.  The profiles should be for the first 
year of the Proposed Operating Period and provided in a single column (8760 x 1 MS Excel format) 
with values in MWh. 
 

 Redline of Form Agreements 

Form Agreements will be provided at the Bidder’s request.  Bidders can request any Form Agreements 
relevant to a potential Bid through email to: 2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com.  Bidders are not required 
to sign the Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement to receive the Form Agreements.  A list of Form Agreements 
is in Appendix G. 

Bidders are responsible for reviewing all terms and conditions specified in the Form Agreement(s) relevant 
to the Contract Type and technologies in their Bid(s) and taking its terms and conditions into consideration 
in developing their Bids.  While Bidders are expected to provide a reasonable redline noting any 
exceptions for technical aspects of their Bid(s), OG&E has a strong preference and expectation for no to 
minimal exceptions to the proposed commercial terms and conditions in the Form Agreements.  

The file naming conventions used for the Form Agreement redline should follow the same conventions 
used for other forms.  Bidders can provide a single Form Agreement redline covering all of their Bids, 
unless their redline would differ based on the characteristics (e.g., Generation Facility technology) of their 
Bids. 

 Exceptions to Technical Specifications 

Bidders submitting PSA Bids for New Projects and using any technology(ies) for which a Technical 
Specification is available (see list in Appendix G) must obtain the pertinent Technical Specification(s) (see 
Section 2.2.1) and apply the associated requirements in their Bids.  While OG&E has a strong preference 
and expectation for no to minimal exceptions to the Technical Specifications, Bidders have the 
opportunity to note exceptions and explain their rationale.  Any exceptions to the Technical 
Specification(s) must be recorded on the form provided in Appendix F and must be submitted with the 
Bid in MS Excel format.   

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
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The file naming conventions used for the Technical Specification exceptions should follow the same 
conventions used for other forms.  Bidders can provide a single Technical Specification exception form 
covering all of their Bids, unless its contents would differ based on the characteristics of their Bids. 

This section is not relevant to Bidders submitting CPA or PPA Bids.  This section is also not relevant to PSA 
Bids for Existing Projects or for PSA Bids for New Projects using technologies for which a Technical 
Specification is not available.     

 RFP Submission 

All Bid submissions are required to be sent electronically to: 2024AllSourceRFPBids@oge.com.  Please 
note this is a separate email address from that used for other RFP communications.  OG&E will not accept 
paper copies of Bids, nor Bids delivered other than through the provided Bid email address.  After Bids are 
opened on OG&E’s Bid Opening Day, Bidders will receive a confirmation of receipt from OG&E’s Bid email 
address.  Bidders should contact OG&E’s bid email if a confirmation is not received within one (1) Business 
Day after OG&E’s Bid Opening Day.  

Bidder will bear the risk of any failure of Bidder to submit all required information, including forms and 
attachments, by the Bid Due Date, as required by this RFP.  Bids not delivered in accordance with the 
schedule requirements of this RFP are untimely and may be eliminated from consideration in this RFP.  
Bids that do not include all information, forms, and attachments required by this RFP may be considered 
non-conforming and rejected on that basis.  Bids submitted in response to this RFP will become the 
property of OG&E.  At the conclusion of the process, all Bids will either be archived or destroyed. 

 Confidentiality of Response 

Bids submitted in response to this RFP, and any contracts resulting from this RFP, will be treated as 
confidential.  Nonetheless, Bidders should be aware that information received in response to the RFP may 
be subject to review by applicable regulatory agencies.  Information submitted in response to the RFP may 
become subject to federal or state laws pertaining to public access to information as a result of any 
reviews conducted by the aforementioned agencies.  As such, Bidders should clearly designate all sensitive 
information as “Confidential.”  Except as required by regulatory reviews, OG&E will use reasonable efforts 
to avoid disclosure of such confidential information to persons other than those involved with the 
evaluation, selection, and any subsequent negotiations. 

 Regulatory Bid Opening Summary 

The Bid Summary Form will be used during virtual Bid Opening, which is scheduled for September 26, 
2024. This form will be viewable to the Commission Staff, Attorney General’s Office representative, and 
non-competitive stakeholders in attendance at the Bid Opening.   

As discussed in Section 2.2.2, the Bid Summary Form must contain information about the Bid(s) submitted 
that will be used for tracking and identifying the Bid(s) throughout the evaluation process.  To maintain 
confidentiality, each Bidder submitting the required NOI will be provided a unique identification code for 
use on the Bid Summary Form.  It is the Bidder’s responsibility to utilize this identification code on the Bid 
Summary Form.  OG&E will not be responsible for any release of information regarding Bids due to Bidder 
failure to utilize the identification code provided.  

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPBids@oge.com
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2.3 Validity of Bids 

Bids shall remain valid for the entire evaluation period and, should OG&E elect to seek pre-approval from 
the Commission or Commissions, through the entire period of proceedings of the Commission or 
Commissions.  During these periods, Bids shall be considered as irrevocable and may not be modified, 
except as agreed upon in mutual negotiations between the Bidder and OG&E in the post evaluation 
period. 

2.4 Bidder Selection  

All Bids will be evaluated as per the Bid evaluation process described in Section 3.9  Each Bidder selected 
to move on to negotiations will be required to provide comprehensive information regarding its selected 
Project(s).  For Existing Projects, examples of such documentation may include real property inventories, 
additional details on vendor relationships and current staffing, further documentation of Permit renewals 
and other renewals required prior to the Capacity Availability Date, insurance information, ownership and 
financing data, and internal and external assessments of the performance of individual Generation 
Facilities at the Site.  For New Projects, examples of such documentation may include topographical 
surveys, detailed Site plans and drawings, additional interconnection materials, environmental field 
assessments, permitting applications, and engineering studies.  

2.5 Limitation of Liability  

Neither this RFP nor any other aspect of this solicitation shall create an agency, partnership, joint venture, 
or co-tenancy relationship among the members of the OG&E RFP Evaluation Team, or any other entities 
involved in the development or administration of this RFP, nor any other relationship or liability beyond 
those (if any) explicitly adopted in writing and executed by authorized representatives of OG&E and/or 
the appropriate entity.  Neither OG&E nor any other persons or entities involved in the RFP administration 
and evaluation shall be liable for any act or omission.  Neither this RFP nor any other aspect of this 
solicitation creates or is intended to create third-party beneficiaries hereunder.  In no event will OG&E or 
participating RFP entities be liable to any person for special, incidental, punitive, exemplary, indirect, or 
consequential damages or lost profits, whether by statute, in tort or contract or otherwise. 

3. Bid Evaluation 

3.1 Introduction 

The OG&E RFP Evaluation Team and its authorized agents will evaluate the Bids to determine which, if 
any, have the potential to provide the most economical, reliable, and viable alternatives for OG&E’s 
customers.  OG&E will use an evaluation process with three (3) components including a threshold 
evaluation, a non-price (qualitative) evaluation, and a price (quantitative) evaluation.  Only those Bids 
found to have satisfied the threshold RFP requirements will be evaluated based on the identified 
qualitative and quantitative criteria.  OG&E may select the top-ranking Bid based on the combined 
qualitative and quantitative score from among Bids received or may select multiple Bids to comprise a 
portfolio able to satisfy OG&E’s need.  Qualitative and quantitative factors will be considered 

 
9 No members of the OG&E Bid Team will be involved, directly or indirectly, in the evaluation of any Bids. 
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simultaneously.  The total weighting of quantitative factors will be 70%, and the total weighting of 
qualitative factors will be 30%. 

3.2 Threshold Evaluation  

OG&E will review each Bid to determine whether it satisfies the threshold criteria of compliance, 
completeness, technical viability, and Bidder financial capability.  This completeness review will ensure 
that the Bid follows the guidelines set forth in the RFP, includes all information required for a more 
thorough review, and is provided in the required format and sequence.   

At OG&E’s sole discretion, any Bid deemed materially incomplete, non-compliant, or technically or 
financially deficient may be excluded from further consideration.  OG&E reserves the right to request that 
any Bidder clarify questions or provide additional information regarding that Bidder’s Bid(s) to resolve 
deficiencies identified in the threshold evaluation.  

The criteria to be considered in the threshold evaluation are listed below: 

• Capacity: OG&E will consider each of the following capacity requirements: 
o Minimum: 10 MW of nameplate Capacity per Bid 
o Maximum: 1,500 MW of nameplate Capacity per Bid 
 

• Capacity Availability Date: Capacity must be available to satisfy OG&E’s resource adequacy 
obligations starting no later than May 1, 2030.  
 

• Contract Type: PSA, CPA, or PPA. 
 
• Generation Technology: Available as Accredited Capacity. 

 
• Operating Duration: Capable of at least four (4) hours of consecutive run time at the Project’s 

Accredited Capacity, in accordance with SPP OATT Attachment AA.  This requirement does 
not apply to wind and solar Generation Facilities. 

 
• Location: All Projects must interconnect within SPP.  PSA Projects must be located within 

Oklahoma or Arkansas.  CPA Projects and PPA Projects must be located within Oklahoma, 
Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, or South-Central Kansas. 

• Transmission Interconnection: Bidders are required to submit documentation of their plan 
and steps taken for securing SPP generator interconnection service prior to the Capacity 
Availability Date.  Documentation/plans can include but are not limited to an active 
interconnection application to the SPP Transmission Grid, an existing interconnection 
agreement (whether a formal generation interconnection agreement or a predecessor 
agreement) to the SPP Transmission Grid with ability to expand or modify interconnection 
rights or use surplus interconnection service (including OG&E Surplus Interconnection) to 
accommodate Capacity of the Bid, ability to utilize Generation Facility replacement, 
completed interconnection agreement with SPP effective prior to the Bid Due Date, or 
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designation as an Existing Generating Facility within SPP as defined in SPP Open Access 
Transmission Tariff Attachment V10,11.   
 

• Property Site Control:  
o For all Projects: Bidders must demonstrate Site control through ownership, executed land 

leases, options to lease, easements, rights-of-way, and/or other instruments of 
conveyance to cover the entire Proposed Operating Period.  

o For New Projects only: To meet the Site control requirement, each Bidder shall have 
identified a Site and must provide a copy of documentation establishing that such Bidder 
has and/or will have control over the Site prior to construction and development.  Eligible 
documentation may include a demonstration of Site ownership, an option to purchase 
the Site, or a binding letter of intent to sell from the Site landowner(s).  This requirement 
also applies to Bids using OG&E Surplus Interconnection.   
 

• Experience: Bidders must have successfully completed at least one (1) Project similar in 
technology, Capacity, fuel (as applicable), and Bidder roles across all aspects of project 
development.  
 

• Bidder Financial Capability: Bidders must demonstrate financial strength and credit 
worthiness as a counter-party consistent with obligations of the pertinent Contract Type.  

 
• Risk Mitigations: 

o For PSA Wind Projects and PSA Solar Projects: Bids must include robust plans for 
mitigating the potential impact of severe convective storms.  

o For PSA BESS Projects: Bids must include robust plans for mitigating the potential loss 
from thermal runaway events, including secondary impacts.  

o For PSA Thermal Projects: New Projects must meet the Phase 1 requirements of the most 
recent version of the GHG Rule.  Additionally, New Projects must describe how the Project 
minimizes NOx emissions and what, if any, NOx control(s) are included for the Project.  
Existing Projects must include a plan for compliance with the most recent version of the 
GHG Rule and must describe how the Project minimizes NOx emissions and what, if any, 
NOx control(s) are included for the Project. 
 

• Completeness: Bids must be complete, including all forms, attachments, and other required 
information, and must in all other respects also comply with RFP requirements. 

 

 
10 Existing Generating Facility is defined on page 10 of SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff Attachment V: 
https://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/SPP%20Tariff%20Attachment%20V%20Generator%20Interconnecti
on%20Procedures.pdf.   
11 Any inquiries about generation interconnection, transmission service or transmission adequacy must be directed 
only to the appropriate party at SPP.  SPP will be OG&E’s sole point of contact for all questions and requests related 
to interconnection applications and studies relating to resources connected to the SPP transmission system.  

https://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/SPP%20Tariff%20Attachment%20V%20Generator%20Interconnection%20Procedures.pdf
https://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/SPP%20Tariff%20Attachment%20V%20Generator%20Interconnection%20Procedures.pdf
https://opsportal.spp.org/documents/studies/SPP%20Tariff%20Attachment%20V%20Generator%20Interconnection%20Procedures.pdf
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• Unconditional: Bids are not conditioned upon any significant contingencies, apart from any 
requested edits to the pertinent Form Agreement(s).  

To expedite the evaluation timeline, the threshold evaluation may, at OG&E’s sole discretion, be 
conducted simultaneously with the qualitative and quantitative evaluations. 

3.3 Non-Price (Qualitative) Evaluation Criteria (30% in aggregate) 

OG&E will consider the following three (3) qualitative criteria in evaluating each Bid.  These are not 
incorporated into the quantitative evaluation (see Section 3.4 of this RFP) of each Bid. 

1. Contract Risks, Costs, and Benefits (8%) 
2. Overall Project Characteristics and Risks (17%) 
3. Community and Environmental Impacts (5%) 

The qualitative criteria and sub-criteria are summarized in Table 4.   

Table 4: Summary of Qualitative Evaluation Criteria for OG&E 2024 All Source RFP 
Criteria Sub-Criteria Maximum Points 

Available 
Contract Risks, Costs, and 
Benefits (8%) 

Firm Price 3 
Contract Assignment 2 
Form Agreement and Technical 
Specifications Exceptions 

3 

Overall Project Characteristics 
and Risks (17%) 

Capacity Security 4 
O&M Plan and Protection against Risks 2 
Site Control and Bidder Experience 2 
Schedule 3 
Financing Capability 3 
Technology 1 
Fuel Delivery 2 

Community and Environmental 
Impacts (5%) 

Community Impacts 3 
Environmental Impacts 2 

Total Points 30 
 

 Contract Risks, Costs, and Benefits (8%) 

Contract risks, costs, and benefits will be assessed based on the extent to which pricing is firm and without 
dependencies or contingencies and/or the cost containment measures effectively limit cost risk for OG&E 
customers.  Where non-firm elements are included in pricing, Bidders will be assessed on the rationale 
for such an inclusion and the extent to which it is the interest of OG&E customers.  

For contract assignment or other obligation transfer of existing Permits, easements, leases, fuel supply 
agreements, O&M agreements, warranties, or other contracts, OG&E will consider the terms and 
conditions associated with such assignment.  Where applicable, Bidders should provide an indication of 
such assignments as well as copies of the relevant contracts.  Assignment provisions will be assessed in 
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the context of the proposed Project ownership stake, if any, being offered to OG&E and the Proposed 
Operating Period.     

Additionally, Bids will be assessed on the extent to which the Bidder accepts all terms and conditions of 
the pertinent Form Agreement(s) and all requirements in the Technical Specification(s).  OG&E has a 
strong preference and expectation for no to minimal changes to the proposed terms and conditions in the 
Form Agreements apart from those applicable to the specific technical characteristics of the Project and 
for no to minimal changes to the Technical Specifications (if pertinent to Project Generation Facility 
technologies). 

 Overall Project Characteristics and Risks (17%) 

Each Project will be assessed for its technical characteristics and expected operational performance and 
safety over its Proposed Operating Period, and the risks associated with successfully developing and/or 
financing the Project and achieving timely, sound operations.  

For this criteria, OG&E will evaluate factors including: 

• Capacity Security: OG&E will consider security of the Accredited Capacity credit for the Project 
based on current SPP Planning Criteria and will also consider the potential for changes to SPP 
Planning Criteria.  OG&E will also analyze any uncertainties associated with the Project’s SPP 
transmission interconnection services.  Some key sources of Bidder information that will inform 
OGE’s capacity security analysis are described below.  On a bid attribute form, Bidders must 
provide their expected SPP Accredited Capacity for both summer and winter seasons.  Where 
applicable, Bidders should also indicate expected degradation in Accredited Capacity qualification 
over time and a recommended augmentation schedule and associated costs as well as equipment 
warranties.  On another bid attribute form, Bidders with Existing Projects must provide up to the 
most recent five (5) years of historical EFORd by season.  For the deliverability assessment, all 
Bidders should provide information regarding the Project’s firm transmission rights and any 
deliverability assessments which have been performed for the Project as well as describe any 
interconnection modifications, expansions, uses of surplus interconnection service (from OG&E 
Surplus Interconnection or another source), or conditions for interim interconnection 
agreements.  

 
• O&M Plan and Protection against Risks: Projects will be assessed on projected performance over 

the Proposed Operating Period.  Projects with demonstrable longevity at consistent levels over 
time are preferred.  Projects should provide an O&M plan, an assessment of the peak operational 
performance of their Project, an assessment of the ability of the Project to continue operation in 
extreme hot and cold weather temperatures, during hailstorms and other extreme weather 
events, an assessment of the Project lifetime expectations (i.e., useful asset life), and an estimate 
of the reasonable capital investment (cost and timing) expected to maintain the Project in sound 
operational order over time.  OG&E’s review will consider the Project’s impact to OG&E’s overall 
resiliency to physical and cyber threats and vulnerabilities.  Bidders should provide a risk 
mitigation plan which specifically addresses all measures and actions taken by the Bidder to 
minimize risk exposure to such threats and vulnerabilities.   
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• Site Control: Preferences will be given to Bidders with outright ownership of the proposed Site or 
that have long-term rights under leases or easements that ensure control of the land for all 
necessary uses, undisturbed access, rights to receive adequate fuel supply (as relevant), and 
flexibility for Project modifications for the Proposed Operating Period.  For New Projects, options 
to purchase land will also be treated favorably as will binding letters of intent to sell from the 
current landowner(s).  
 

• Bidder Experience:  
o For all Existing Projects: Bidders are required to demonstrate experience, organizational 

structure, and management capability to successfully operate and maintain the Project 
until the Capacity Availability Date, including meeting all requirements of SPP and all 
governmental authorities having jurisdiction.  

o For Existing Projects using a PSA transaction: If OG&E is not acquiring full ownership of 
the Project at the Closing Date, Bidders will also be assessed on their demonstrated ability 
to work as a long-term equity partner in the operation of similar Generation Facilities.  
Bidders must also demonstrate their ability to finance operation of the Project for all 
periods through which they will retain any ownership stake.   

o For all New Projects: Bidders are required to demonstrate experience and management 
capability to successfully develop and finance the Project.  OG&E is particularly interested 
in Bidders that have demonstrated success in multiple Generation Facilities of similar size, 
technology, and operating profile and can demonstrate an ability to work together 
effectively to bring the Project to Commercial Operation in a timely fashion.  In addition, 
OG&E values experience that Bidders can show in successfully developing Generation 
Facilities within the SPP footprint. 

o For all CPA and PPA Bids: Bidders must demonstrate their experience and capability to 
operate the Project for the Proposed Operating Period.  

 
• Schedule: OG&E has a strong preference for Projects with earlier Capacity Availability Dates (i.e., 

first delivery of Project Capacity to OG&E).  Bidders must include detailed and realistic schedules 
with key milestones for Project development and/or ownership transition, as relevant.  For PSA 
Bids, the schedules must identify activities necessary to transition the proposed ownership stake 
and any associated obligations in the Project to OG&E by the Capacity Availability Date.  OG&E 
will evaluate the respective schedules submitted by Bidders for overall credibility against industry 
standards and to ensure there is a high likelihood the Project can reach Commercial Operations 
as proposed (for New Projects) or be efficiently transitioned to OG&E ownership (for Existing 
Projects using a PSA transaction).  This review will include the timing risks of delays in securing 
any necessary fuel supply and Permits.  This review will also include the timing risks of securing 
transmission interconnection and delivery capabilities.  Bidders should identify any rights-of-way 
that need to be acquired for the construction of supporting facilities (transmission lines, natural 
gas pipelines, etc.) and provide a plan and schedule for securing the rights-of-way.  
 

• Financing Capability:  
o For Existing Projects: Bidders must demonstrate their ability to finance operation of the 

Project for all periods through which they will retain any ownership stake.   
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o For New Projects: Bidders must demonstrate their ability to finance development of the 
Project so it can reach Commercial Operation, including all engineering, procurement, 
and construction-related and other necessary activities.  The financing plan should 
describe the sources and mechanisms for Project financing, distinctions in financing in 
different phases of the development process, and the current status of the financing plan.    

o For PSA Bids: If OG&E is not acquiring full ownership of the Project at the Capacity 
Availability Date, Bidders will also be assessed on their demonstrated ability to work as a 
long-term equity partner in the operation of the Project. 

 
• Technology: Bidders must provide information about specific technology(ies) proposed for the 

Project, including a description of the track record of the technology(ies) and associated 
equipment.  Each Bidder should provide a detailed description and specifications for the proposed 
equipment.  OG&E reserves the right to conduct further due diligence on the equipment.  OG&E 
prefers Bids that demonstrate that the design and equipment proposed are technologically 
mature. 

• Fuel Delivery: For Projects requiring a fuel, OG&E prefers Bids demonstrating a secure and reliable 
fuel supply, including for any back-up fuels to be used.  Preferences will be given for Projects able 
to demonstrate reliable, secure fuel supply for longer periods.  For Projects that do not require a 
fuel such as those powered by solar or wind and for Energy Storage facilities relying on electricity 
supply, OG&E expects to evaluate this sub-criterion as if there are no fuel delivery risks.   
 

 Community and Environmental Impacts (5%) 

OG&E has a preference for Projects with a Site location in OG&E’s service territory in Oklahoma or 
Arkansas.  OG&E also values several other local and community factors.  Bidders will be assessed on 
expected impacts from the Project on the local economy over the Proposed Operating Period, which may 
include factors such as jobs for the OG&E customer base, use of local materials and subcontractor firms, 
tax benefits, or other benefits accruing to OG&E customers.  Benefits of longer duration are preferred.  
Information on how the Project has provided tangible local benefits to date will help substantiate 
descriptions of expected future benefits to local areas.  Bidders should also describe how the 
environmental, health, and safety interests of communities near the Project have been or will be 
considered in Bidder decision-making during Project development, construction, and operation.    

For environmental impacts, air emissions per MWh of Project Energy output will be evaluated based on 
data provided by the Bidder and industry standards for comparable technologies as well as adherence to 
pertinent environmental regulations.  Projects will also be assessed for expected ecological impacts from 
their Sites and the equipment used therein over the Proposed Operating Period.   

3.4 Price (Quantitative) Evaluation Criteria (70%) 

All Bids will be evaluated on price and operational performance factors in the quantitative evaluation 
through simulation of the impact of the Bid on the costs paid by OG&E’s customers.  OG&E will evaluate 
all Bids based on the expected customer impact resulting from detailed simulation modeling utilizing 
scenarios and sensitivities similar to those described in the OG&E 2024 IRP.   
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The analysis will be conducted for a 30-year evaluation time horizon from 2026 through 2055 and will 
account for the cost and dispatch constraints and characteristics of the Project’s expected energy 
dispatch of Generation Facilities in the SPP Integrated Marketplace under a range of potential market 
conditions.  When the Proposed Operating Period of an individual Bid differs from the years 2026 
through 2055, OG&E will utilize reasonable modeling assumptions for periods prior to and after the 
Proposed Operating Period.  The Net Present Value of Customer Cost (“NPVCC”) over a 30-year 
operating period for the Generation Facilities will be developed using a weighted combination of asset 
performance in the Base (40%), High Gas (25%), Low Gas (25%), and Energy Evolution (10%) cases.  

For CPA Bids and PPA Bids, OG&E will also take into consideration any projected costs of imputed debt.  
Imputed debt results when credit rating agencies impute or infer an amount of debt associated with a 
power supply contract and, as a result, take the added debt into account when reviewing OG&E’s credit 
standing. 

For PSA Bids, OG&E will include applicable tax credits and other incentives, including those received 
through Inflation Reduction Act and Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act provisions, in the quantitative 
analysis to the extent that Bidders detail their eligibility for such incentives. 

As needed and at its sole discretion, the OG&E RFP Evaluation Team will use typical electricity industry 
data values to substitute for Bidder data that is missing or not satisfactorily explained after Bidder receipt 
of clarifying questions from OG&E.   

4. General Terms and Conditions  

4.1 Publicity  

Any publicity giving reference to this RFP and any matters related thereto, whether in the form of press 
releases, brochures, photographic coverage, or verbal announcement, is prohibited and shall not be made 
without the specific written approval of OG&E.  

4.2 Governing Law / Dispute Resolution 

In the event of any dispute relating to this RFP, the parties shall make reasonable efforts to resolve any 
disputes through informal negotiation by first providing a written notice to the other party describing the 
nature and substance of the dispute and proposing a resolution.  Such notice shall be given as soon as 
practicable, but in no event later than thirty (30) days after the party delivering the notice has actual 
knowledge of the fact or event from which the dispute arises; provided that failure to provide notice 
within the foregoing time frames will not relieve the party receiving such notice of liability if such Party 
has or receives knowledge of the dispute by other means, or if the failure to notify does not materially 
prejudice the receiving Party’s ability to respond to such notice. 

During the first ten (10) days following the receipt of the notice of dispute, authorized senior 
representatives of parties shall attempt to negotiate in good faith to resolve the dispute.  If such informal 
negotiations result in an agreement in principle among such informal negotiators to settle the dispute, 
they shall cause a written settlement agreement to be prepared, signed, and dated, whereupon the 
dispute shall be deemed settled, and not subject to further action. 
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If a settlement of the dispute is not achieved, then either party may proceed with filing any suit, claim or 
other legal proceeding arising out of or relating to this RFP, provided that any such suit, claim or other 
legal proceeding shall be brought only in the federal or state courts located in Oklahoma County, 
Oklahoma.  The parties hereby submit to venue in such courts and to personal jurisdiction in the State of 
Oklahoma.  Each party irrevocably and unconditionally waives, to the fullest extent it may legally and 
effectively do so, any objection which it may now or hereafter have to the laying of venue of any suit, 
claim or other legal proceeding arising out of or relating to this RFP, including, without limitation, the 
defense of any inconvenient forum of the maintenance of such action or proceeding in any such court. 
The parties waive their right to a trial by jury to resolve any dispute, suit, claim or other legal proceeding 
arising out of or relating to this RFP. 
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Appendix A: Notice of Intent to Bid Form 

Bidder Company Name: ________________________________________ 
 
Project Name: ________________________________________________ 
  

Contact Person Information 
Name   

Title/Position   

Mailing Address   

Telephone Number   

Email Address   

 

Bid Information 
Project Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)  

Generation Facility Technology(ies)  

If applicable, nameplate Energy Storage power Capacity 
(MWAC); note: also include in Project Nameplate Capacity above if it 
is part of Accredited Capacity 

 

If applicable, nameplate Energy Storage energy capacity 
(MWh) 

 

Project Location (city, state)  

SPP Point of Interconnection  

Actual or Estimated Commercial Operation Date (month-
day-year) 

 

Capacity Availability Date (month-day-year)  

If applicable, Proposed Contract End Date (month-day-year)  

 
Authorized Signature: ______________________________________________________________  
 
Printed or Typed Name of Signer:_____________________________________________________ 
 
Title: ___________________________________________ Date: ____________________________  

 

Bidders should send the completed Notice of Intent to Bid Form to 
2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com 

mailto:2024AllSourceRFPComm@oge.com
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Appendix B: Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement 
Please see attached file.  Attachments are viewable when this RFP document is opened in a desktop 
application.  Opening this RFP document through a web browser may limit the ability to see the attached 
files.  
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Appendix C: Bid Summary Form 
Please see attached file.  Attachments are viewable when this RFP document is opened in a desktop 
application.  Opening this RFP document through a web browser may limit the ability to see the attached 
files.  
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Appendix D: Certification and Authorization Form 

A Bid will be considered incomplete unless all required signatures are provided.  
 
The undersigned certifies that they are an authorized officer or other authorized representative of the 
Bidder, and further certifies that:  

1. The Bidder has reviewed this RFP, and has investigated and familiarized itself with respect to all 
matters pertinent to this RFP and its Bid(s); 

2. The Bidder has obtained all requisite internal approvals from its organization, parent company, 
and/or affiliates necessary to submit its Bid(s); 

3. The Bidder’s submission is provided in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws 
and regulations, including antitrust and anti-corruption laws; 

4. The Bidder accepts that confidential information about its Bid(s) might be shared with any 
members of the OG&E RFP Evaluation Team, negotiation team, or regulatory agencies; and 

5. The individual signing below hereby represents and warrants that they are duly authorized to 
execute and deliver this/these Bid(s). 

Violation of any of the above requirements may be reported to the appropriate government authorities 
and shall disqualify the Bidder from the RFP process.  

The undersigned further certifies that the prices, terms, and conditions of the Bidder’s Bid(s) are valid and 
shall remain valid the entire evaluation period and should OG&E elect to seek pre-approval from the 
Commission or Commissions, through the entire proceedings of the Commission or Commissions.  Bids 
shall be considered as irrevocable and may not be modified, except as agreed upon in mutual negotiations 
in the post evaluation period. 

The undersigned further certifies that they have personally examined and are familiar with the 
information submitted in this/these Bid(s) and all attachments and appendices thereto, and based on 
reasonable investigation, including inquiry of the individuals responsible for obtaining the information, 
the submitted information is true, accurate, and complete to the best of the undersigned’s knowledge 
and belief.  
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The undersigned understands that a false statement or failure to disclose material information in the 
submitted Bid(s) may be punishable as a criminal offense under applicable law.  The undersigned further 
certifies that its Bid(s) is/are on complete and accurate forms as provided without alteration of the text. 
The undersigned further understands and agrees to the provisions of this RFP related to confidential 
information, and consents to the limited exchange and sharing of confidential information related to the 
Bidder’s Bid(s) as described in this RFP. 

 

 
_______________________________________  
Bidder Company Name  
  

 

_______________________________________  
Signature of Bidder or  
Bidder’s Authorized Representative  
 
 
_______________________________________  
Print or Type Name of Signer 
 
 
_______________________________________  
Title of Signer 
 
 
_______________________________________  
Project Name(s)  
 
 
_______________________________________  
Date  
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Appendix E: Bid Attribute Forms 
Please see attached file.  Attachments are viewable when this RFP document is opened in a desktop 
application.  Opening this RFP document through a web browser may limit the ability to see the attached 
files. 
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Appendix F: Technical Specification Exception Form 
Please see attached file.  Attachments are viewable when this RFP document is opened in a desktop 
application.  Opening this RFP document through a web browser may limit the ability to see the attached 
files. 
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Appendix G: Matrix of Form Agreements and Technical Specifications 
The matrix below describes the eligible Form Agreements, durations, and Technical Specifications for 
various generation technologies, Contract Types, and Project types (i.e., New Projects versus Existing 
Projects).  Information in the matrix does not supersede descriptions earlier in the RFP.   

Generation 
Technology (see 
RFP Definitions) 

CPA Form 
Agreement 

PPA Form 
Agreement 

Duration of 
CPA or PPA 

PSA Form 
Agreement 

Technical 
Specification 

(PSA Bids 
only) 

NEW PROJECTS 
Wind 

CPA: 
Capacity 
Purchase 

ISDA 
Schedule 

and 
Confirmation  

Renewable 
PPA 

20 to 30 
years 

 

Wind BTA Wind 

Solar Renewable 
PPA Solar BTA Solar 

Battery Energy 
Storage 

Battery Tolling 
PPA 

BESS APA with 
EPC Exhibit BESS 

Non-Battery 
Energy Storage 

Battery Tolling 
PPA 

BESS APA with 
EPC Exhibit N/A 

CT 

Thermal PPA Up to 10 
years 

CT APA with 
EPC Exhibit 

Thermal 
RICE Thermal 

(includes RICE 
Appendix) 

CC Thermal 
(includes CC 
Appendix) 

Other eligible 
thermal 
technologies 

N/A 

Other eligible 
renewable 
technologies 

Renewable 
PPA 

20 to 30 
years 

Wind BTA 
(edited) N/A 

EXISTING PROJECTS 
Renewable and 
Energy Storage 
technologies 

CPA: 
Capacity 
Purchase 

ISDA 
Schedule 

and 
Confirmation 

Same 
agreement as 
listed above 

for 
corresponding 

technology 

20 to 30 
years 

Existing 
Resource APA N/A CC, CT, RICE, or 

other thermal 
technologies 

Up to 10 
years 

 

Combination Bids for PPA consisting of renewable and Energy Storage technologies will use distinct PPA 
Form Agreements for the renewable and Energy Storage portions of their Projects (i.e., they would be 
required to execute two Form PPAs with OG&E).  Due to differences in allowable contract durations, 
Combination Bids for PPA or CPA are not allowed for combinations of thermal technologies with either: 
(i) renewable technologies or (ii) Energy Storage technologies.   
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Combination Bids for PSA Projects consisting of renewable and Energy Storage technologies will use the 
BTA applicable to the renewable technology (i.e., they will not use the BESS APA with EPC Exhibit).   
Projects consisting of renewable and thermal technologies (with or without Energy Storage also included) 
will use the BTA applicable to the renewable technology.  Projects consisting of thermal and Energy 
Storage technologies will use the CT APA with EPC Exhibit.  

Existing Projects submitted as Combination Bids for PSA will use the Existing Resource APA. 

Combination Bids for PSA will use all Technical Specifications pertinent to the included technologies.    
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Appendix H: Overview of OG&E Surplus Interconnection 
OG&E Surplus Interconnection service is being made available by the Company for this RFP to expand 
opportunities for prospective Bidders while adhering to prudent Company practices for management of 
existing Generation Facilities and property.  Bids using OG&E Surplus Interconnection will be evaluated 
alongside and against the same evaluation criteria as all other Bids.  Each of the three (3) OG&E Generation 
Facilities listed in the table below have OG&E Surplus Interconnection service of between 100 and 300 
MW available.   

Generation 
Facility Name Generation Facility Address 

Muskogee 5501 Three Forks Road, 
Fort Gibson, OK 74434 

Seminole 14102 Old Hwy 99, 
Konawa, OK 74849 

Sooner 10800 County Road 230, 
Red Rock, OK 73061 

 

Additional characteristics and conditions for use of OG&E Surplus Interconnection are:  

• Bidders using OG&E Surplus Interconnection must use a PSA; CPA or PPA Bids cannot use OG&E 
Surplus Interconnection. 

• OG&E Surplus Interconnection can only be used for New Projects, not for Existing Projects. 
• Bidders can use any portion of the available OG&E Surplus Interconnection capacity. 
• Bidders can use any eligible generation technology for a Project with OG&E Surplus 

Interconnection.  
• In the event Bid(s) submitted into this RFP propose to utilize OG&E Surplus Interconnection and 

are selected as a winning Bid(s), no payments for the rights to OG&E Surplus Interconnection itself 
must be made to the Company.  In that event, OG&E will apply for pertinent Surplus 
Interconnection Service study(ies) with SPP.  

• Bidders using OG&E Surplus Interconnection must demonstrate adequate control of a Site that 
can utilize OG&E Surplus Interconnection and that Site must be suitable for a Project. 

• Under no circumstances can Bidders use or claim rights to use OG&E property for any Bid. 
• In all cases, the Bid price must include the costs of using OG&E Surplus Interconnection, including 

interconnection study costs and the cost of interconnection from the Project to the OG&E 
Generation Facility property line, in the same manner as interconnection-related costs for any 
other Bid. 

• OG&E will cooperate with any successful Bidder (i.e., receiving an award and negotiating a 
contract under this RFP) using OG&E Surplus Interconnection for the construction of new 
interconnection facilities and network upgrades (as applicable) on OG&E property to implement 
a Project and to obtain necessary interconnection studies and Permits.      

• Bidders using OG&E Surplus Interconnection in a Bid must obtain the OG&E Surplus 
Interconnection Information for the relevant OG&E Generation Facilities after signing a Mutual 
Nondisclosure Agreement.  See Section 2.2.1 of the RFP for more information on requesting 
these specifications.   
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MUTUAL NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 
 


This Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement (“Agreement”) is made by and between Oklahoma 
Gas and Electric Company (“OG&E”), its subsidiaries and affiliates, located at 321 N. Harvey, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102 and ________________ (“________”) located at 
_______________________________.  For purposes of this Agreement, both OG&E and 
____________ are in a position to have access to Confidential Information which will be disclosed 
from one party (“Disclosing Party”) to the other party (“Recipient”). This Agreement is effective 
as of the later of the two signatures set forth below (“Effective Date”). 


WHEREAS, each Disclosing Party possesses certain information which is either non-
public, confidential, or proprietary in nature (hereinafter referred to as “Confidential 
Information”); and 


WHEREAS, each Recipient is willing to receive disclosure of the Confidential Information 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement for the purpose of OG&E’s Request for Proposal (the 
“Purpose”). 


THEREFORE, in consideration for the mutual undertakings of each Disclosing Party and 
each Recipient under this Agreement, the parties agree as follows: 


1. Definitions. 


As used in this Agreement, the term “Confidential Information” means all information, 
data and experience, whether of a legal, technical, business, engineering, operational or economic 
nature, not generally known to the public, proprietary in nature, or which would constitute a trade 
secret under the U.S. Uniform Trade Secrets Act, which is used, developed, or obtained pursuant 
to this Agreement and/or supplied to or obtained by Recipient from Disclosing Party relating to 
business and/or research and development efforts, including without limitation, research, results 
of research, findings, products, proposals, formulas, test results, product development, discoveries, 
processes, designs, drawings, engineering studies, marketing reports, financial information, 
technical information, know-how, technology, prototypes, ideas, inventions, improvements, data, 
files, information relating to the supplier and customer identities and lists, accounting records, 
business and marketing plans, marketing reports, method of doing business, and all similar 
information, and all copies and tangible embodiments thereof (in whatever form or medium).   
Confidential Information may be either the property of Disclosing Party or information provided 
to Disclosing Party by a corporate affiliate of Disclosing Party or by a third party. 


As used in this Agreement, the term “Recipient” shall include the respective employees, 
officers, directors and Representatives of each Recipient, and all affiliates, subsidiaries, and related 
companies of each Recipient. 


As used in this Agreement, the term “Representatives” includes any third parties retained 
by a Recipient for the purpose of providing professional advice (including, without limitation, 
attorneys, accountants, consultants, bankers, and financial advisors), services (including, without 
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limitation contractors and subcontractors), and/or for temporary administrative, clerical, or 
programming support. 


As used in this Agreement, the term “Need to Know” means that the Confidential 
Information is essential for each Recipient or its Representatives to perform their responsibilities 
in connection with the purposes of this Agreement. 


 


2.  Exclusions.  Confidential Information does not include information that: (a) is or becomes 
available to the public through no breach of this Agreement; (b) was previously known by either 
Recipient without any obligation to hold it in confidence; (c) is received from a third party free to 
disclose such information without restriction; (d) is independently developed by either Recipient 
without use of Confidential Information of Disclosing Party; (e) is approved for release by written 
authorization of either Disclosing Party, but only to the extent of and subject to such conditions as 
may be imposed in such written authorizations; (f) is required by law or regulation to be disclosed, 
but only to the extent and for the purposes of such required disclosure as determined by an opinion 
of counsel; or (g) is disclosed in response to a valid order of a court or other governmental body 
of the United States or any of its political subdivisions, but only to the extent of and for the 
purposes of such order; provided, however, that each Recipient will first notify Disclosing Party 
of the order and permit Disclosing Party to seek a protective order or other appropriate remedy 
and/or waive compliance with the provisions of this Agreement. 
 
3.  Recipient's Obligations. 
 


A.  Each Recipient agrees that the Confidential Information is to be considered 
confidential and proprietary to Disclosing Party, and each Recipient shall hold, maintain and treat 
the same in confidence and trust, shall not disclose to any unauthorized entity or person, and shall 
not use the Confidential Information for any unauthorized purpose.  The Confidential Information 
can and will only be used for the Purposes.  The Recipient: (i) will not use the Disclosing Party’s 
Confidential Information for any reason other than the purpose for which it was given; (ii) will not 
reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or design around Confidential Information without the 
Disclosing Party’s written consent; (iii) will not disclose, give access to, or distribute any of the 
Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information to any third party, except to the extent expressly 
authorized in writing by the Disclosing Party; and (iv) will take reasonable security precautions 
(which will be at least as protective as the precautions it takes to preserve its own Confidential 
Information of a similar nature) to keep the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information 
confidential. The Confidential Information shall only be disclosed to each Recipient’s employees, 
officers, directors, or Representatives with a specific Need to Know.  Each Recipient will advise 
their respective employees, officers, directors or Representatives who gain access to Confidential 
Information of their obligations regarding the Confidential Information.  Each Recipient will not 
disclose, publish, or otherwise reveal any of the Confidential Information received from Disclosing 
Party to any other party whatsoever except with the specific prior written authorization of 
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Disclosing Party.  Recipient shall be responsible for any breach of this Agreement by its 
Representatives. 


 
B.  Confidential Information furnished in tangible form shall not be duplicated by 


either Recipient except for purposes of this Agreement.  Each Recipient shall, within twenty (20) 
days of a written request by Disclosing Party, return all Confidential Information received in 
written or tangible form, including copies, or reproductions or other media containing such 
Confidential Information, or, if so directed by Disclosing Party, destroy all such Confidential 
Information. Recipient shall also, within ten (10) days thereafter, certify in writing that it has 
satisfied all obligations with respect to destruction. 


 
4. Ownership of Confidential Information.  All Confidential Information (including copies 
thereof) shall remain the property of the party so disclosing, and shall be returned to that Disclosing 
Party after the Recipient’s need for it has expired, or upon the request of that Disclosing Party, and 
in any event, upon termination of this Agreement.  
 
5. Term and Termination.  This Agreement shall terminate two (2) years from the Effective 
Date of this Agreement. This Agreement may be terminated at any earlier date by mutual written 
agreement of the parties.  However, the termination of this Agreement shall not relieve either party 
of the obligations imposed by this Agreement with respect to Confidential Information disclosed 
prior to the effective date of the termination of this Agreement and the provisions of Sections 3, 4, 
5, 6 and 9 of this Agreement shall survive the termination of this Agreement for a period of  five (5) 
years from the date of its termination,  provided that the obligations of the parties with respect to 
trade secrets shall continue for the maximum period allowable under applicable law. 
 
6.  No License or Warranty.  Nothing contained herein shall be construed as granting or 
conferring any patent, copyright, trademark, or other proprietary rights, by license or otherwise, in 
any Confidential Information disclosed hereunder.  With exception of the warranties contained 
herein, no other warranties of any kind are given for the Confidential Information disclosed under 
this Agreement.  Neither party makes any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or 
completeness of any of the Information that may be disclosed, furnished or otherwise made 
available hereunder, and all Confidential Information is provided “AS-IS”. Each party agrees that 
neither party shall have any liability to the other party or any of its Representatives resulting from 
any use of the Information of or disclosed by or on behalf of the other party.  Neither party shall 
have any obligation to the other party for any action such other party may take or refrain from 
taking based on or otherwise attributable to any information (whether or not constituting 
Information) disclosed, furnished or otherwise made available to such other party hereunder. 
 
7.  Governing Law and Equitable Relief.  This Agreement shall be governed and construed 
in accordance with the laws of the State of Oklahoma, without giving effect to any choice or 
conflict of law provision or rule that would require or permit the application of the laws of any 
jurisdiction other than those of the State of Oklahoma.  For all suits, actions, or proceedings arising 
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under this Agreement, each Recipient consents to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state or federal 
courts located in Oklahoma County, Oklahoma. Each party hereto hereby irrevocably and 
unconditionally waives, to the fullest extent it may legally and effectively do so, any objection 
which it may now or hereafter have to the laying of venue of any suit, action or proceeding arising 
out of or relating to this Agreement in Oklahoma County, Oklahoma or the federal court located 
in Oklahoma County, Oklahoma. Additionally, the parties hereto hereby irrevocably waive, to the 
fullest extent permitted by law, the defense of forum non conveniens to the maintenance of such 
action or proceeding in any such court.  Both parties agree that an impending or existing violation 
of any provision of this Agreement would cause such Disclosing Party irreparable injury for which 
it would have no adequate remedy at law, and that such Disclosing Party will be entitled to seek 
immediate injunctive relief prohibiting such violation without the posting of bond or other security, 
and/or seek specific performance of Recipient’s obligations under this Agreement.  Such rights of 
each Disclosing Party are to be in addition to any remedies otherwise available to Disclosing Party 
at law or in equity. 
 
8. Final Agreement.  This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties 
with respect to Confidential Information disclosed or learned in connection this Agreement and 
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous agreements or commitments between the parties related 
or relating thereto, whether electronic, oral, or written. No waiver of any provision of this 
Agreement will be effective unless it is in writing and signed by the party making that waiver, and 
no such waiver will constitute a waiver of any other provisions or of the same provision on another 
occasion. This Agreement may not be modified except by a separate written agreement signed by 
duly authorized representatives of both parties. 
 
9. No Assignment.  This Agreement shall not be assigned by either party without the prior 
written consent of the other.  Any assignment in violation of this Section will be void.  This 
Agreement will be binding upon the parties and their respective successors and assigns. 
 
10. Intellectual Property; No Obligation.  The Disclosing Party retains all rights, title, and 
interest in and to its Confidential Information, including all intellectual property and proprietary 
rights therein. The disclosure of Confidential Information to the Receiving Party does not grant or 
convey any right or license in any intellectual property or proprietary rights. The parties understand 
that nothing in this Agreement (i) requires the disclosure of any Confidential Information; (ii) 
requires either party to proceed with any transaction or relationship; or (iii) precludes either party 
from entering into a transaction with a competitor of the other party. 
 
11. Enforceability and Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held to be 
unenforceable, then that provision is to be construed either by modifying it to the minimum extent 
necessary to make it enforceable (if permitted by law) or disregarding it (if not permitted by law), 
and the rest of this Agreement is to remain in effect as written. The Agreement, including all of 
the remaining terms, will remain in full force and effect as if such invalid or unenforceable term 
had never been included. For the convenience of the parties, this Agreement may be executed in 
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several counterparts. Each such counterpart (when so executed) shall be deemed to be an original, 
but all such counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. 
 
12. No Implied Waiver.  Either party’s failure to insist in any one or more instances upon 
strict performance by the other party of any of the terms of this Agreement shall not be construed 
as a waiver of any continuing or subsequent failure to perform or delay in performance of any term 
hereof. 
 
13. Authority.  Each party warrants that it has the authority to enter into this Agreement and 
to lawfully make the disclosures and other obligations contemplated hereunder. 
 
14. Headings.  Headings used in this Agreement are provided for convenience only and shall 
not be used to construe meaning or intent. 
 
15. Notices.  All notices, requests, and consents under or authorized by this Agreement shall 
be in writing and sent via internationally recognized delivery service or certified United States 
mail to the applicable address set forth in the introductory clause above, and shall be deemed given 
five (5) business days after being sent. Either party may change its notice address by providing 
notice of such change pursuant to this Section. 
 
16. Compliance with Laws.  Both parties shall comply with all relevant obligations under 
local, state, and federal law in the performance of the terms and obligations of this Agreement.  
 


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties, by their duly authorized representatives, have executed and 
delivered this Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement as of the Effective Date. 


 


OKLAHOMA GAS AND ELECTRIC   ___ 
COMPANY       
 
Name:  ______________________________ Name: _____________________________ 
 
 
Signature:  ___________________________  Signature: __________________________ 
 
 
Title: ________________________________ Title: ______________________________ 
 
 
Date: ________________________________ Date: ______________________________ 
 






Sheet1

				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP Bid Summary Template (for bid opening)



				Template must be filled out for each unique Site								Dark "gold" cells have drop down lists



				Item #		Item Description		Data

				1		Bidder Identification Code		0		OG&E issued ID code

				2		Site Identification Code		blank		Drop Down List for Site identification

				3		# of Bids for this Site		blank		Drop Down List for number of bids



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 1		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_1

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		ERROR:#REF!		2

		ERROR:#REF!		3														ERROR:#REF!

		ERROR:#REF!		4

				5

		ERROR:#REF!		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 2		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_Bid 2

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		1		2

		1		3														ERROR:#REF!

		0		4

				5

		0		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 3		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_Bid 3

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		1		2

		1		3														ERROR:#REF!

		0		4

				5

		0		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 4		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_Bid 4

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		1		2

		1		3														ERROR:#REF!

		0		4

				5

		0		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 5		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_Bid 5

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		1		2

		1		3														ERROR:#REF!

		0		4

				5

		0		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed



												0		0		0

		0		Bid 6		Bid Code (Company ID _ Site ID _ Bid #): 0_blank_Bid 6

		0		Generation Facility (Unit) Number		Generation Facility Technology:
CT, RICE, CC, Wind, Solar, Energy Storage, etc.		State (Location of Project)		Capacity Availability Date		Generation Facility Nameplate Capacity (MWAC)		If applicable, General Facility Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) reflecting minimum 4-hour duration		Bid Nameplate Capacity Total (MWAC)

				1												0

		1		2

		1		3														ERROR:#REF!

		0		4

				5

		0		6

				7

				8

				9

				Insert lines above this line if needed








Guidelines and Instructions





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Guidelines and Instructions

				Bid Attribute Forms



						The completed RFP forms, narrative responses, agreement redlines, and required additional attachments and appendices will comprise a complete Bid. This appendix is comprised of 17 forms (lettered A through Q) on separate worksheets. The contents and any special instructions for completing the form are described within each worksheet. All Capacity data are in MWAC, unless otherwise specified. Capitalized terms used in these forms are generally defined in the RFP.

If additional space is needed to elaborate on information requested on any form, please attach additional sheets with the heading “Form __ Question __ - Additional Information.”

Unless otherwise specified, if certain information is requested that does not apply to the Bid, the Bidder must indicate that the information is not applicable by inserting "NA." If appropriate, the Bidder should explain why the information is not applicable. However, Bids for Generation Facilities that do not use fuel do not need to complete Forms J, K, and L and do not need to explain their non-completion. For any given Bid, the Bidder should only complete the single pricing form (O, P, or Q) applicable to the Bid Contract Type. Also, Bidders do not need to explain why their quantitative entries stop before Year 30 on any Form if the Bidder has identified that its Proposed Operating Period is less than 30 years. Quantitative entries on the forms need only extend as long as the Project is planned to remain in operation or under contract to OG&E. Likewise, if the Project has not been in operation for at least five (5) full historic years, the Bidder can leave historic data fields blank for periods when the Project was not in operation without further explanation.

In general, "Year 1" refers to the first year of Project operation following the Capacity Availability Date, while "Year 2" refers to the second year after the Capacity Availability Date, and so forth. Additional guidance on how to interpret years is provided on relevant worksheets.

The forms provide information for evaluating the overall impact of the Project on the OG&E system and OG&E's cost of serving customers. If data are excluded, the evaluators may at their option utilize generic characteristics consistent with the proposed Project type or, if the information should be known by the Bidder, reject the Bid as non-responsive. Some information requested may not be known by the Bidder at this time; Bidder is expected to respond to each question to the extent such information is known or can be reasonably obtained. 
 
The Bidder must submit an electronic copy of this form (and all worksheets contained herein) in native Microsoft Excel format for each Bid. In addition, the Bidder may choose to submit an Adobe PDF version of the same. OG&E will only evaluate the Microsoft Excel form, unless Excel information is unclear. 
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Index of Applicable Forms





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Index of Applicable Forms

				Bid Attribute Forms



						This worksheet lists the forms (by letter) applicable to Bids with the characteristics below.



										Renewable Generator or Renewable + Energy Storage Bids: 
New Projects				Renewable Generator or Renewable + Energy Storage Bids: 
Existing Projects				Thermal Generator Bids: 
New Projects				Thermal Generator Bids: 
Existing Projects

								Form A		x				x				x				x

								Form B		x				x				x				x

								Form C		x				x				x				x

								Form D		x				x				x				x

								Form E						x								x

								Form F		x				x				x				x

								Form G						x								x

								Form H						x								x

								Form I		x				x				x				x

								Form J										x				x

								Form L										x				x

								Form M		x								x

								Form N		x				x				x				x

										plus Form O, P, or Q depending on what Contract Type is selected
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Form A





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form A

				Bidder Contact Information



						Bidder Name

						Site Name

						Bidder Identification Code

						Site Identification Code

						Number of Bids at Site

										(up to six (6) Bids may be submitted per Site)



						Primary Contact Information for Bidder

						Name

						Title

						Organization

						Mailing Address



						Courier Address
(If Different)



						Telephone Number

						E-mail Address





						Alternate Contact for Bidder (Optional)

						Name

						Title

						Organization

						Mailing Address



						Courier Address
(If Different)



						Telephone Number

						E-mail Address
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OGE Capacity Aquisition or Purchase Agreement Bidder Response Forms		&A
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Form B





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form B

				Project Description



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Site Name						0.0

						Bidder Identification Code						0.0

						Site Identification Code						0.0

						Bid # (1 through N)						1		If submitting multiple Bids, please complete separate copies of this form for each.



						IMPORTANT: Data are for the entire Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it).



						1)  		Project Name (enter value at right if different than Site Name):



						2)  		Project Location (street address, city, state, county):







						3)		Project Location (latitude, longitude):



						4)		Generation Technology(ies)

								Describe the number, technology type, and nameplate capacity (MWAC) of generator units within the overall Project:





						5)		Capacity Rating (in Year 1 after Capacity Availability Date)

														Generators				Energy Storage				Total Project

								a. Nameplate Power Capacity (MWAC):

								b. Nameplate Energy Capacity (MWh):

								c. Expected Summer Accredited Capacity (MWAC):

								d. Expected Winter Accredited Capacity (MWAC):

								e. Deliverable Capacity (Summer) (MWAC):

								f. Deliverable Capacity (Winter) (MWAC):



						6) 		Commercial Operation Date (enter in month/day/year format):



						7)		Proposed Capacity Availability Date (enter in month/day/year format):

														No later than May 1, 2030



						8)		Proposed Operating Period (enter years and months):						___ years						___months

														Starting from Capacity Availability Date

														Notes: See Definitions and Section 1 in the RFP for a list of eligible Proposed Operating Periods for

														different Generation Facility and Contract Types.



						9)		Contract Type:

								(If Bids are submitted for the same Project under multiple Contract Type(s), please submit a separate set of Appendix E forms for each Bid). 



						10)		Transmission Interconnection and Site Information

								For All Projects

								a. Type of Interconnection Service:

								b. Point of Interconnection (POI) SPP Node Name and Number:

								c. POI County Name and the Section, Township and Range: 

								d. Interconnection Voltage (kV):

								e. Project Site Property Size (Acres):

								For New Projects Only

								f. SPP Queue Generation Interconnection Number (if applicable):

								g. Current Project Queue Status (specify on line below if "Other"):

								Specify "Other" (if applicable):

								h. Expected Interconnection Study Completion Date (enter in month/day/year format):

								i. Existing or New Substation or Switchyard:

								j. Project Site Land Ownership:

								k. Interconnection Rights-of-Way:

								l. Were any Affected System Upgrades Identified?:

								m. Start Date for Interconnection Test Energy (enter in month/day/year format):

								n. Are you using OG&E Surplus Interconnection for this Project?

								o. If yes to question 10n, from which facility is OG&E Surplus Interconnection being used?

								p. If yes to question 10n, how much OG&E Surplus Interconnection capacity (MWAC) is being used?



						11)		Project Fuel Type and Transportation, if applicable 

								a. Primary Fuel Type:						                  c.  Secondary Fuel Type:

								b. Transportation (Firm/Non-firm):						                  d.  Transportation (Firm/Non-Firm):
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Form C 





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form C 

				Generation Facility Technical Description



						Bidder Name								0

						Bid Code								0_0_1

						Description:

						This form requests information regarding the Generation Facility(ies) for the purpose of evaluating the overall impact of the facility(ies) on the OG&E 

						system and OG&E's cost of serving customers. If the Project consists of multiple Generation Facilities with different operating characteristics, the Bidder 

						should provide applicable information for each Generation Facility on additional worksheets if needed. 



						1)				Project Name:  				0



						2)				Generation Facility Name:  

										(applicable if multiple Generation Facilities with different operating characteristics are included in the Project)



						3)				Generation Facility Technology(ies)

										For solar photovoltaic, energy storage, and wind facilities, please complete questions 21-23, respectively, below. For other Generation Facility types, please list equipment model numbers, vendors/manufacturers, etc. for major components below. This information can be supplemented in the Bid narrative (see Section 2.2.3 of the RFP) and/or by providing additional technical information as PDF attachments to the Bid. 





						4)				Generation Facility Commercial Operation Date (enter in month/day/year format):



						5)				Expected Average Annual Maintenance Requirements in Days/Year (calculated value; do not enter):												0.0

										a. Annual days per year during summer months (June, July, August, September):

										b. Annual days per year during winter months (December, January, February, March):

										c. Annual days per year in other months (April, May, October, November):



						6)				Heat Rate

										Where applicable, please provide average and incremental heat rates for the Generation Facility, higher heating value for the primary fuel specified or anticipated fuel blend. Additionally, heat rate curves by season should be provided for all thermal resources with the Bid.





																		Average Heat Rate (BTU/kWh)						Incremental Heat Rate (BTU/kWh)

										a. Minimum Operating Level:

										b. 50% of Net Capability:

										c. 75% of Net Capability:

										d. 100% of Net Capability:



						7)				Minimum On-line Time (hours):

										Include the minimum time between the generator breaker closing and re-opening in hours



						8)				Minimum Downtime (hours):

										Include the minimum time the generator needs to be off-line prior to restarting in hours



						9)				Start Time, when unit has been off-line for six hours:

										Include the time it takes for the unit to start, close breaker, and reach minimum load



						10)				Start Time, when unit has been off-line for 12 hours:

										Include the time it takes for the unit to start, close breaker, and reach minimum load



						11)				Start Time, when unit has been off-line for three days:



						12)				Start-up Limits (# of starts per day/week/month/year):												a. Per day: 

																						b. Per week:

																						c. Per month: 

																						d. Per year: 



						13)				Start-up Fuel Type:



						14)				Start-up Costs ($ per start):



						15)				Automatic Generation Control (AGC) Ramp Rate:

										Include the rate at which the unit responds to frequency changes while on control (MW/minute)



						16)				Normal Ramp Rate:

										Include the rate at which the unit can increase output while on manual control (MW/minute)



						17)				Emergency Ramp Rate:

										Include the rate at which the unit can increase output only for emergency situations (MW/minute)



						18)				Black Start Capability:



						19)				Describe any Circumstances (e.g., due to weather/environmental conditions) under which Generation Facility Output

										will have to be Curtailed on a Predictable Basis Apart from Planned Maintenance:





						20)				For Bids Including Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems, Please Provide the Following Information.

										a. PV Module Manufacturer and Model:

										b. PV Module Type:

										c. Number of PV Modules:

										d. PV Module Nameplate (wattDC):

										e. Remaining Years on PV Module Warranty (full years after Capacity Availability Date):

										f. Manufacturer, Model, and Individual Unit Capacity of PV Inverters:

										g. Number of PV Inverters:

										h. Remaining Years on PV Inverter Warranty (full years after Capacity Availability Date):

										i. DC / AC Ratio (i.e., Inverter Loading Ratio):

										j. Tracker (Single-Axis or Dual-Axis) or Fixed Tilt Designation:

										k. Data Control System Manufacturer and Model:



						21)				For Bids Including Energy Storage Systems, Please Provide the Following Information.

										a. Chemistry of Battery Pack:

										b. Battery Pack Manufacturer and Model:

										c. Battery (or other Storage) Management System Manufacturer and Model:

										d. Power Conversion System Manufacturer and Model:

										e. Total Power Capacity (MW):

										f. Total Energy Capacity (MWh):

										g. Storage Duration (hours):

										h. Round Trip Efficiency, including losses from auxiliary loads (%):

										i. Maximum Depth of Discharge (%):

										j. C-rate (xC):

										k. Guaranteed Power Capacity in year 1 of operation (MW)

										l. Cycle Life, assuming one daily charge/discharge cycle to maximum depth of discharge

										(years to one decimal place):

										m. Charging from Grid Allowed (Yes/No):

										n. Brief Description of Remaining Years (or Cycles) in Major Energy Storage System Component Warranties (full years after Capacity Availability Date):





						22)				For Bids Including Wind Systems, Please Provide the Following Information:

										a. Turbine Manufacturer and Model:

										b. Number of Turbines:

										c. Remaining Years on Turbine Warranty (full years after Capacity Availability Date):

										d. Turbine Hub Height (feet):

										e. Monitoring System Manufacturer and Model:
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Form D





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form D

				SPP Capacity Accreditation



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1



										Description:

										Please provide the historical and estimated future summer and winter resource capacity credit in MW that would be available in SPP for the Project. If the Project has been operating for less than five (5) years, please leave cells before its Commercial Operation Date blank. Data are for the entire proposed Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it).



																		Summer				Winter

										SPP Compliance Year								Capacity Accreditation (MW)				Capacity Accreditation (MW)



										Fifth Most Recent Year

										Fourth Most Recent Year

										Third Most Recent Year

										Second Most Recent Year

										Most Recent Year

										Year 1 (First Future Year after Capacity Availability Date)

										Year 2

										Year 3

										Year 4

										Year 5

										Year 6

										Year 7

										Year 8

										Year 9

										Year 10

										Year 11

										Year 12

										Year 13

										Year 14

										Year 15

										Year 16

										Year 17

										Year 18

										Year 19

										Year 20

										Year 21

										Year 22

										Year 23

										Year 24

										Year 25

										Year 26

										Year 27

										Year 28

										Year 29

										Year 30





										Additional Notes (if applicable):
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Form E





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form E

				Historic Monthly Electricity Production



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1

						Description:

						For hybrid Projects (including both generating and Energy Storage technologies), list the net electricity production of the Project. For Energy Storage-only Projects, list the total discharges.





						IMPORTANT: These data fields are for specific months and years. The first entry must coincide with the most recent full (January through December) year of Existing Project operation.

						Data are for the entire proposed Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it and representing net electricity production if Energy Storage is included).

				HISTORIC MONTHLY NET ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION (in MWh)



						Full Calendar Year of Operation		Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

						Most Recent Year (2023)

						Second Most Recent Year (2022)

						Third Most Recent Year (2021)
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Form F





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form F

				Expected Annual Electricity Production



						Bidder Name		0.0

						Bid Code		0_0_1

						Description:

						In addition to this information, all Bids are required to provide (as separate attachments) 8760-hour output profiles for their proposed Projects covering the first year of the Proposed Operating Period.



						IMPORTANT: These data fields are for specific years. The first entry must coincide with the first calendar year

						in which the Capacity Availability Date occurs. Therefore, data for Year 1 and Year 31 will be for partial years unless 

						the Capacity Availability Date occurs on January 1.

						Data are for the entire proposed Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it).



						Calendar Year in Relation to Capacity Availability Date		Expected Annual Net Electricity Production: Generator-only (MWh)		Expected Annual Net Electricity Production: Generator plus Energy Storage (MWh), if applicable

						Year 1

						Year 2

						Year 3

						Year 4

						Year 5

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30

						Year 31
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Form G





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form G

				Summer and Winter Historical Equivalent Forced Outage Rate demand (EFORd)



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1



						IMPORTANT: If the Project is comprised of multiple Generation Facilities, please complete a separate Form G for each Generation Facility.



						1)  SPP Compliance Season EFORd								Summer % (June 1 - Sept. 30)						Winter % (Dec. 1 - March 31)

						Most Recent Season

						Second Most Recent Season

						Third Most Recent Season

						Fourth Most Recent Season

						Fifth Most Recent Season



						2)  Data obtained from Generating Availability Data System (GADS) reports?



						3)  If data are from a GADS-equivalent source, please briefly describe the source below.
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Form H





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form H

				Historic Annual Data for Cost, Performance, and Permitting



						Bidder Name		0.0

						Bid Code		0_0_1



						Description:

						Please provide information, as pertinent to your Project. Units of measure are provided in parentheses in each column heading. If a category (column) of information or annual row does not pertain to your Project, please leave it blank. Projects will be evaluated on the level, reasonableness, and precision of these operational factors. Moreover, the data on this form may be used to support the computer simulation exercise in the price (quantitative) evaluation. All monetary values provided should reflect nominal dollars in the year they were incurred (i.e., there is no need to adjust values to real or constant dollars).







						IMPORTANT: The first entry must coincide with the most recent full (January through December) year of Existing Project operation.

						Data are for the entire proposed Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it).

						Full Calendar Year of Operation		Non-Fuel Variable O&M Cost for Generators ($/MWh)		Annual Fixed O&M Cost for Generators ($/MWAC)		Planned Maintenance Outage Time for Generators (Hours)		Capital Expenses ($)		Annual Planned Permitted Energy, Authorized by Bidder's Permits (MWh)		Annual Electricity Output Degradation from Generators, if any compared to Prior Year (%)		Variable O&M Cost for Energy Storage System, if any ($/MWh)		Annual Fixed O&M Cost for Energy Storage System, Expressed in Relation to Power Capacity ($/MWAC)		Annual Energy Storage Output Degradation, if any compared to Prior Year (%)		Planned Maintenance Outage Time for Energy Storage System (Hours)		Other Operating Expenses, including any Energy Storage Capacity Augmentation, not included in Expenses at left ($)

						Most Recent Year (2023)

						Second Most Recent Year (2022)

						Third Most Recent Year (2021)

						Fourth Most Recent Year (2020)

						Fifth Most Recent Year (2019)
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Form I





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form I

				Expected Annual Data for Cost, Performance, and Permitting



						Bidder Name		0.0

						Bid Code		0_0_1



						Description:

						Please provide information, as pertinent to your Project. Units of measure are provided in parentheses in each column heading. If a category (column) of information or annual row does not pertain to your Project, please leave it blank. Projects will be evaluated on the level, reasonableness, and precision of these operational factors. Moreover, the data on this form may be used to support the computer simulation exercise in the price (quantitative) evaluation. All monetary values provided should reflect nominal dollars, assuming an annual 2% rate of price inflation.







						IMPORTANT: These data fields correspond to (January to December) calendar years following the Capacity Availability Date. 

						Therefore, data for Year 1 and Year 31 will be for partial years unless the Capacity Availability Date occurs on January 1.

						Data are for the entire proposed Project (inclusive of all Generation Facilities in it).

						Calendar Year in Relation to Capacity Availability Date		Non-Fuel Variable O&M Cost for Generators ($/MWh)		Annual Fixed O&M Cost for Generators ($/MWAC)		Expected Capital Expenses ($)		Annual Planned Permitted Energy, Authorized by Bidder's Permits (MWh)		Annual Electricity Output Degradation from Generators, if any compared to Year 1 (%)		Variable O&M Cost for Energy Storage System, if any ($/MWh)		Annual Fixed O&M Cost for Energy Storage System, Expressed in Relation to Power Capacity ($/MWAC)		Annual Energy Storage Output Degradation, if any compared to Year 1 (%)		Other Operating Expenses, including any Energy Storage Capacity Augmentation, not included in Expenses at left ($)

						Year 1										N/A						N/A

						Year 2

						Year 3

						Year 4

						Year 5

						Year 6

						Year 7

						Year 8

						Year 9

						Year 10

						Year 11

						Year 12

						Year 13

						Year 14

						Year 15

						Year 16

						Year 17

						Year 18

						Year 19

						Year 20

						Year 21

						Year 22

						Year 23

						Year 24

						Year 25

						Year 26

						Year 27

						Year 28

						Year 29

						Year 30

						Year 31
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Form J





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form J

				Fuel Plan (if applicable)



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1



						Description:

						Information on this Form should quantify and supplement information to be provided in the Bid narrative 

						on the fuel delivery plan and relevant fuel contracts which are to be provided with the Bid. As feasible, 

						please consolidate fuel information pertaining to all Generation Facilities in the Project on this worksheet. If fuel

						characteristics differ between multiple Generation facilities in the Project, please attach additional versions of this

						worksheet as needed.



						1)		Provide the Following Specifications for the Primary Fuel.

								a. Fuel Type:														d. Sulfur Content:

								b. Heat Content:														e. Ash Content:

								c. Moisture Content:														f. Ash Fusion Temperature:



						2)		Indicate the Gas Delivery Pressure Required at each of the Following Points.

								a. Plant Burner tip Pressure:												psig

								b. Gas Interconnection Point:												minimum psig

								c. Gas Interconnection Point:												maximum psig



						3) 		Fuel Delivery Point:



						4)		Indicate the Maximum Daily and Hourly Gas Consumption at the Proposed Facility

								and the Amounts Required on a Firm Basis.

																								Summer				Winter

								a. Maximum Daily Consumption (MMBtu/day):

								b. Maximum Hourly Consumption (MMBtu/day):



						5) 		List any Gas Quality Restrictions:





						6)		If Applicable as Secondary Fuel, Fuel Oil Storage Facilities Tank Size (in gallons):



						7)		Type/grade and Quality Specifications of Secondary Liquid Fuel:





						8)		Maximum Annual Full-load Run Hours on Secondary Fuel: 



						9)		If Applicable, Additional Comments on Maximum Secondary Fuel Use:
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Form K





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form K

				Environmental Impact: Historic Air Emissions Rates (if applicable)



						Bidder Name				0.0

						Bid Code				0_0_1

						Description:

						Please provide the following emission rate information for the proposed Generation Facility(ies) within an Existing Project if the Project will generate emissions. If the Existing Project is comprised of multiple Generation Facilities, please complete a separate Form K for each Generation Facility.





						1)  Emission Rates on Primary Fuel

																				Base Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						a. Oxides of Sulfur

						b. Oxides of Nitrogen

						c. Carbon Dioxide

						d. Carbon Monoxide

						e. Volatile Organic Compounds

						f. Particulate Matter  - PM10

						g. Particulate Matter  - PM2.5

						h. Lead

						i. Mercury





						j. Maximum NOx Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						k. Maximum CO Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						l. Maximum Permitted/Permittable Annual Capacity Factor (%):



						2)  Emission Rates on Secondary Fuel (if applicable)

																				Base Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						a. Oxides of Sulfur

						b. Oxides of Nitrogen

						c. Carbon Dioxide

						d. Carbon Monoxide

						e. Volatile Organic Compounds

						f. Particulate Matter  - PM10

						g. Particulate Matter  - PM2.5

						h. Lead

						i. Mercury





						j. Maximum NOx Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						k. Maximum CO Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						l. Maximum Permitted/Permittable Annual Capacity Factor (%):
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Form L





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form L

				Environmental Impact: Expected Air Emissions Rates (if applicable)



						Bidder Name				0.0

						Bid Code				0_0_1

						Description:

						Please provide the following emission rate information for the proposed Generation Facility(ies) in all Projects that will generate emissions. If the Project is comprised of multiple Generation Facilities, please complete a separate Form L for each Generation Facility.





						1)  Emission Rates on Primary Fuel

																				Base Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						a. Oxides of Sulfur

						b. Oxides of Nitrogen

						c. Carbon Dioxide

						d. Carbon Monoxide

						e. Volatile Organic Compounds

						f. Particulate Matter  - PM10

						g. Particulate Matter  - PM2.5

						h. Lead

						i. Mercury





						j. Maximum NOx Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						k. Maximum CO Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						l. Maximum Permitted/Permittable Annual Capacity Factor (%):



						2)  Emission Rates on Secondary Fuel (if applicable)

																				Base Capacity (lb/MMBtu)





						a. Oxides of Sulfur

						b. Oxides of Nitrogen

						c. Carbon Dioxide

						d. Carbon Monoxide

						e. Volatile Organic Compounds

						f. Particulate Matter  - PM10

						g. Particulate Matter  - PM2.5

						h. Lead

						i. Mercury



						j. Maximum NOx Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						k. Maximum CO Emission Rate (in parts per million):



						l. Maximum Permitted/Permittable Annual Capacity Factor (%):
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Form M





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form M

				Critical Path Schedule: For New Projects



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1





						1)  Please Provide the Date by which each of the Following Milestones will be Achieved for Proposed Project

								(enter in month-date-year format).



								a. Receipt of all Permits in Final Form Necessary to Construct and Operate the Project:



								b. Acquisition of all Required Real Property Rights Necessary to Construct and Operate the Project and to Interconnect the Project to SPP:



								c. Demonstration of the Financial Capability (whether through third party financing to Bidder or Bidder’s own financial assets) to Proceed with Development and Construction of the Project, including, as applicable, Bidder’s Financial Obligations with respect to Interconnection to SPP and Construction of any Required New Facilities or Network Upgrades:



								d. Issuance of a Full Notice to Proceed by Bidder to its EPC and Commencement of Construction of the Project:



						2)  Please Insert Key Milestone Descriptions and Dates for these Development Activities for the Proposed Project. 



								a. Construction Permits:				Description		Expected Date













								b. Operating Permits:				Description		Expected Date



















								c. Real Estate Rights:				Description		Expected Date
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Form N





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form N

				Financing and Ownership Information



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1



								1)		Bidder Legal Name:



								2)		Financial/Credit Contact

										a. Contact Person Name:  

										b. Position Title:

										c. Telephone Number:

										d. E-mail Address:



								3)		Bidder Federal Tax Identification Number: 



								4)		Bidder Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number:



								5)		Bidder is (check all that apply):

										a.      Corporation

										b.      Partnership

										c.      Joint Venture

										d.      Sole Proprietorship

										e.      Limited Liability Company

										f.       Limited Liability Partnership

										g.      Other (provide or attach description)



								6)		Indicate if the Bidder intends to use a Guarantor:



								7)		Guarantor's Legal Name (if applicable):



								8)		Guarantor’s Dun & Bradstreet Identification Number (if applicable):



								9)		Bidder Credit Rating Information:

												Issuer Rating		Senior Unsecured Rating		Short-Term Rating

										S&P

										Moody’s

										Fitch



								10)		Guarantor Credit Rating Information (if applicable): 

												Issuer Rating		Senior Unsecured Rating		Short-Term Rating

										S&P

										Moody’s

										Fitch



								11) 		For New Projects, Identify the Primary Financing Sources for the Pre-construction Phase:

										a. Common Equity (%):

										b. Preferred Equity (%):

										c. Debt (%):



								12) 		For New Projects, Identify the Primary Financing Sources for the Construction Phase:

										a. Common Equity (%):

										b. Preferred Equity (%):

										c. Debt (%):
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Form O





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form O

				Bid Pricing: PSA Bids



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1



						Description:

						This form is for Purchase and Sale Agreement (PSA) Bids only.

						Cells that are not applicable in this form may be left blank. Otherwise, please insert values in the boxes below.

						Several questions are meant to capture specific cost obligations that will be contractually passed on to OG&E.

						All quantitative values should be in nominal dollars in the year they will be incurred (i.e., there is no need to adjust for real or constant dollars).

																				Value		Escalation Period		Date Due

																						(contract or calendar year)

						1)		a. Total OG&E Acquisition Price ($) (subject to PSA terms on payment timing):

								b. Acquisition Closing Date (equivalent to Capacity Availability Date):												12/31/99



						2)		Describe Dependencies or Contingencies in the Offered Acquisition Price, if any, and how they are in the Interests of OG&E Customers:





						3) 		OG&E Equity Acquisition

								a. Project Common Equity to be Acquired by OG&E (% of Total Common Equity):

								b. Percentage of Project Preferred Equity to be Acquired by OG&E (% of Total Preferred Equity):



						4)		Land Lease and/or Royalty Costs to be Assumed by OG&E

								a. Land Lease Costs (fixed $ per year):

								b. Land Lease Costs ($ per acre per year):

								c. Land Lease Costs ($/MWh):

								d. Royalty Payments (% of project revenue):

								e. Annual Land Lease or Royalty Escalation Rate (%):

								f. Duration that Land Lease or Royalty Payments must be Made (years after Capacity Availability Date):



						5) 		Land Purchase to be Made by OG&E

								a. Land Purchase Cost ($) (if applicable):

								b. Is Land Purchase Price included in Total OG&E Acquisition Price?:



						6)		Federal Production Tax Credit (PTC)

								a. First Year Receiving PTC for Project:

								b. Safe Harbor/Begin Construction Year for PTC Purposes for Project:



						7)		Federal Investment Tax Credit (ITC)

								a. First Year Receiving ITC for Project:

								b. Safe Harbor/Begin Construction Year for ITC Purposes for Project:



						8)		Confirm that Project will meet Labor Requirements of PTC or ITC:



						9)		Identify any PTC or ITC Bonus Credits for which the Project Qualifies:



						10) 		Brief Description of Accelerated Depreciation Utilized for Project:



						11) 		Real Estate and Property Taxes Expected to be Paid by OG&E

								Real Estate and Property Tax Payments (expected $ per year in first year after Capacity Availability Date):



						12)		Tax Agreements to be Assumed by OG&E

								a. Known Payment-in-lieu-of-taxes (PILOT), Tax Abatement Agreement, or Grant (Yes/No)?:

								b. If Applicable, Duration of Tax Agreement (years after Capacity Availability Date):

								c. If Applicable, Additional Description and Quantification of Tax Agreement:





						13) 		Primary Fuel Purchase Agreements to be Assumed by OG&E

								a. Unit of Measure (e.g., MMBtu):

								b. Unit Cost in First Year after Capacity Availability Date (e.g., expressed in $ per MMBtu):

								c. Annual Escalation Rate in Unit Costs (%):

								d. Duration of Agreements (years after Capacity Availability Date):



						14) 		Secondary Fuel Purchase Agreements to be Assumed by OG&E

								a. Unit of Measure (e.g., gallons):

								b. Unit Cost in First Year after Capacity Availability Date (e.g., expressed in $ per gallon):

								c. Annual Escalation Rate in Unit Costs (%):

								d. Duration of Agreements (years after Capacity Availability Date):



						15) 		O&M Agreements to be Assumed by OG&E (if more than three O&M agreements will be assumed by OG&E, please note in comments for this question)

								a. O&M Agreement 1 Name:

								b. Unit of Measure for Agreement 1:

								c. Unit Cost in First Year after Capacity Availability Date for O&M Agreement 1 ($ per unit):

								d. Annual Escalation Rate in Unit Costs for O&M Agreement 1 (%):

								e. Duration of O&M Agreement 1 (years after Capacity Availability Date):



								f. O&M Agreement 2 Name:

								g. Unit of Measure for O&M Agreement 2:

								h. Unit Cost in First Year after Capacity Availability Date for O&M Agreement 2 ($ per unit):

								i. Annual Escalation Rate in Unit Costs for O&M Agreement 2 (%):

								j. Duration of O&M Agreement 2 (years after Capacity Availability Date):



								k. O&M Agreement 3 Name:

								l. Unit of Measure for O&M Agreement 3:

								m. Unit Cost in First Year after Capacity Availability Date for O&M Agreement 3 ($ per unit):

								n. Annual Escalation Rate in Unit Costs for O&M Agreement 3 (%):

								o. Duration of O&M Agreement 3 (years after Capacity Availability Date):



								p. Additional Comments on O&M Agreements to be Assumed by OG&E, if any:



						16)		Interconnection Costs (if applicable)

								a. Interconnection Network Upgrade Costs as Lump Sum ($):

										b. Are Network Upgrade Costs included in Total OG&E Acquisition Price?:

								c. Interconnection New Facilities Costs as Lump Sum ($):

										d. Are New Facilities Costs included in Total OG&E Acquisition Price?:

								e. Interconnection Affected System Costs as Lump Sum ($):

										f. Are Affected System Costs included in Total OG&E Acquisition Price?:



						17)		Auxiliary Services Electrical Energy Costs to be Assumed by OG&E

								a. Auxiliary Services ($ per year):

								b. Duration that Costs must be Paid (years after Capacity Availability Date):



						18) 		Debt Service Costs to be Assumed by OG&E

								Description of Expected Annual Debt Service Costs to OG&E after Capacity Availability Date (to summarize debt agreements provided with Bid):











						19)  Owner's Costs Expected to be Incurred by OG&E

								a. Owner's Costs Estimate ($):

								b. Description of Owner's Costs:
Use or modify this description, as appropriate: Owner's costs may include internal labor, construction oversight, and engineering oversight to ensure design adequacy and technical compliance with specifications, project management, legal cost, and performance testing.



						20)		Any Other Costs to be Assumed by OG&E (beyond costs listed above on this Form Q; please attach additional worksheets as needed to address this question)

								a. Any Other Costs not Enumerated Above or on Form J ($ per year):

								b. Duration that Costs must be Paid (years after Capacity Availability Date):

								c. Description of Costs (including any distinctions in cost duration based on cost type):



						21)		Other Cost Comments, if any:
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Form P





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form P

				Bid Pricing: CPA Bids



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1





						Description:

						This form is for Capacity Purchase Agreement (CPA) Bids only. 

						Cells that are not applicable in this form may be left blank. Otherwise, please insert values within the boxes below. 



						1)		Total Offered CPA Price ($) and Capacity:

																		Capacity Price during first year after Capacity Availability Date ($/kW-Month) 		Annual Escalation in Capacity Price after first year (%)		Reference Capacity Amount (MW)





						2)		Description of any Non-Firm aspects of CPA Price:										Description of Dependencies or Contingencies in the Offered Capacity Price, if any, and how they are in the Interests of OG&E Customers
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Form Q





				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP

				Form Q

				Bid Pricing: PPA Bids



						Bidder Name						0.0

						Bid Code						0_0_1





						Description:

						This form is for Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) Bids only. 

						Cells that are not applicable in this form may be left blank. Otherwise, please insert values within the boxes below. 



						1)		Total Offered PPA Price ($) and Capacity:

																		Capacity Price during first year after Capacity Availability Date ($/kW-Month) 		Annual Escalation in Capacity Price after first year (%)		Reference Capacity Amount (MW)





						2)		Description of any Non-Firm aspects of PPA Price:										Description of Dependencies or Contingencies in the Offered Capacity Price and in any Other Offered Energy Products and how they are in the Interests of OG&E Customers





						3)		Additional Energy Products Offered (beyond Capacity):										Product Name		Estimated Average Annual Product Quantity		Product Unit of Measure (e.g., kWh)		Product Unit Price during first year after Capacity Availability Date		Annual Escalation in Product Unit Price after first year (%)		Brief Description of how Average Product Quantity was Estimated (note: OG&E will ask follow-up questions, as needed, to clarify Bidder responses)
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Data Validations



						Data Validation:



						Solar PV

						Solar PV + Battery Storage

						Data Validation:



						May-23

						May-25

						Data Validation:		Existing		Existing		New

						Data Validation:		IA FULLY EXECUTED/ON SCHEDULE		DISIS STAGE		FACILITY STUDY STAGE		IA PENDING		OTHER

						Data Validation:		Secured		Under Option		Other





































































						Data Validation:		Yes		No
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				OG&E 2024 All Source RFP Technical Specification Exception Form (Appendix F)
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		ERROR:#REF!		Row #		Technical Specification Name		Section Name of Exception		Page # of Exception 
(list first page if exception materials extend to multiple pages)		Description of Exception		Brief Rationale for Exception
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				Insert lines above this line if needed
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